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Abstract 

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate and design adaptive beamforming 

algorithms in order to improve the performance of wireless cellular technology in 

spatial domain. For this purpose, blind and non-blind beamforming concepts and related 

algorithms are investigated; Least Mean square (LMS), Constant Modulus Algorithm 

(CMA) and others. These algorithms suffer from optimization problems like gain 

enhancement, interference rejection, high power transmission, bit error rate (BER), 

minimization of mean square error (MSE) and rate of convergence which undermines 

their performance in the application of smart antenna array system.  

 
In view of these deficiencies, non-blind technique using LMS and MUSIC algorithms is 

evaluated for selection of parameters for further analysis. A new algorithm namely 

Bessel Least Mean Square (BLMS) is proposed. Its performance is then evaluated and 

compared with LMS in order to determine its efficiency in terms of array gain, MSE, 

BER and convergence performance based on the chosen parameters. Performance 

improvement is achieved by proposed algorithm over the conventional LMS algorithm. 

The improvement in BLMS is attributed by introducing a non-uniform step size. This 

non-uniform step size is obtained from the interaction of Bessel and step size functions. 

The Bessel function of the first kind has inherent monotonically decreasing property 

which generates coefficients equal to the number of elements that helps the proposed 

BLMS algorithm in convergence effectively as compared to LMS algorithm that is 

based on a constant step size. 

 
Further, the analysis of blind technique using CMA and MUSIC algorithms has 

similarly been investigated for the same selected parameters as above. For blind 

beamforming, novel algorithms named as Kaiser Constant Modulus Algorithm 

(KCMA) and Hamming CMA (HAMCMA) using window techniques are proposed and 

implemented. Their performance is then compared with CMA in terms of array gain, 

MSE and BER. The KCMA has shown improved performance and this improvement in 

KCMA is justified in terms of facilitating independent control of the main lobe width 

and ripple ratio. The HAMCMA, based on fixed type window function has shown better 
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results in terms of array gain and sidelobe level (SLL) but lacks in BER performance as 

compared to CMA. The reduction in SLL by these blind beamforming algorithms 

signifies that using the proposed methods the interferences are very low. 

 
Finally, BLMS with Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is proposed by making its step size 

variable which can update itself from signal array vector. The real model of BLMS is 

developed and tested for its efficiency in terms of signal recovery, directive gain by 

minimizing MSE using the “wavrecord” function to bring live audio data in WAV 

format into the MATLAB workspace and compared with real model of LMS in terms of 

gain and MSE. 

 
From the results presented in the thesis, it is concluded that the proposed algorithms 

lead to improve in the performance as compared to LMS and CMA algorithms and can 

be utilized efficiently for further enhancement of wireless cellular technology. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 

Introduction 

 
 

1.1.  Overview 
 
The research in the field of smart antenna started 50 ago when Widrow [1] and others 

put an idea in form of algorithms for wireless communications [2], radar [3], sensors 

[4], and is a promising topic for emerging technologies such as wireless cellular 

networks [2, 5]. From 2G (GSM technology) to 3G (UMTS and CDMA2000) inception 

and beyond, wireless access and wireless service may not be able to get their natural 

potential without smart antenna. Then many researchers contributed in array processing 

algorithms [6-8] and raised awareness for new comers in this field to identify potential 

problems and map their research direction. They continued to develop new techniques 

for enhancing spectral utilization [9] and are striving to exploit allocations of new 

spectrum in wireless mobile communications. One such technique is the use of adaptive 

or smart antennas to produce a quality of service (QoS) and considered an effective 

technology for enhancing spectral utilization in an efficient manner [10-13]. 

 

1.2.  Motivation and objective 
 
From the existing literature, it is revealed that wireless systems performance is limited 

by the propagation channel and external interference which need some tools to address. 

Various techniques in time and frequency domain such as coding, modulation, filtering 

etc have been extensively studied in past 50 years but these techniques have limitation 

and small improvement is observed. The spatial signal processing, implemented in the 

form of a smart antenna, is neither much used nor understood so well. Hence, the 

potential of this field is tremendous [14]. 

 
Key requirements identified for future wireless systems are to provide optimum data 

rates with better coverage [2, 13] to a large number of users at a reasonable cost. To 

achieve these goals, higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and interference rejection 
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along with multipath suppression is needed. To meet these requirements, smart antenna 

is recognized as a vital component across the world, but still much research is required 

to be done, as evidenced by the fact that nearly all sites visited have a significant 

research effort in smart antennas.  

 
Smart antenna contains a signal processor and antenna arrays. Antenna array 

optimization is an open problem of research in the antenna array design field for 

improving future wireless systems performance. Various sizes of antenna arrays are 

available in the literature such as the linear arrays [4], [15-16], the circular arrays [16] 

and planar arrays [17]. 

 

In this thesis, I investigate the behavior of the radiation pattern in form of beamforming 

for the design of different linear array structures using various adaptive signal 

processing techniques. The combination of antenna array and adaptive signal processing 

algorithms is also known as smart antenna. The optimization of the amplitude and the 

directivity for maximum side lobe level reduction along with mean square error (MSE) 

and bit error rate (BER) performance is considered. 

 

1.3  Literature Survey 
 
Smart antennas have two main functions. One is to estimate Direction of Arrival (DOA) 

and other relates to beamforming.  

 

1.3.1.  Beamforming 
 
An antenna beampattern is formed by signal processing algorithms and this process is 

referred to as beamforming. Beamforming has two types. One is known as switch and 

another one is adaptive [4-6]. Adaptive beamforming is implemented on signal 

processor with antenna array to make the antenna smart [5], to cater signal in more 

efficient manner in Rayleigh fading channel. Adaptive beamforming is basically array 

signal processing, a type of spatial filtering [2, 6], which provides improvement in terms 

of array gain, reduction in MSE that have the cumulative effects on reducing BER. This 

leads to achieve higher system capacity and spectrum efficiency for next generation 
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broadband wireless system and provides better quality of service in terms of BER. In 

wireless communication system, the aim is to reduce interference level and to achieve 

antenna gain at mobile terminal/base station so that a better quality of service without 

increasing the bandwidth is to be achieved [6, 18]. This can be possible with digital 

modulation techniques, to make the system more spectrally efficient by employing 

beamforming concept [10]. Beamforming is used along with an array of 

antennas/sensors to transmit/receive signals to/from a specified spatial direction in the 

presence of interference and noise. Hence it acts as a spatial filter and [10] provides an 

overview of beamforming from a signal processing perspective. A variant of blind 

adaptive beamforming algorithm is proposed in [19] with a name of super-exponential 

blind adaptive beamforming algorithm which is based on the super-exponential blind 

de-convolution theory and the inverse filter criterion. This extension theoretically 

considers the presence of noise such that the proposed beamforming algorithm is 

applied. In a research work [20], a comparison of the two systems, Switched Beam 

using 2-D Butler matrix topologies and adaptive System, is made with respect to 

directional beamforming, side lobe level reduction and highlighting improved 

performance by adaptive System. The hardware part of smart antenna using MUSIC 

(MUltiple SIgnal Classification) and LMS (Least Mean Squares) algorithms is 

discussed in [21] in which performance improvement of the smart antenna system is 

spelled out when the practical measurements of the signal environment surrounding the 

sensor array are used. In [22], information regarding the improvement in capacity and 

signal strength with the implementation of adaptive beamforming algorithms taking 

LMS and SMI (Sample Matrix Inversion) in adaptive antenna arrays is discussed. 

Numerous adaptive filtering algorithms have been employed in beamforming to realize 

the beamformer design in [23-27]. 

The wireless cellular systems in operation today are Global System for Mobile 

Communications (GSM), and its extension, which uses time-division multiple access 

(TDMA) and the North American IS-95 system, with code-division multiple access 

(CDMA) [6-8]. These digital systems offer significant performance and capacity 

improvements over first-generation analog mobile systems. In all these systems, 

antenna arrays with spatial processing can provide substantial improvement in terms of 
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higher capacity with more data transfer and better coverage to a large number of users 

at a reasonable cost.  

 

1.3.2.  Direction of Arrival Estimation 
 
Another important use of array processing techniques is for DOA (Direction of Arrival) 

estimation, that is, given a spatially propagating signal, the determination of its angle of 

arrival at the array. For the beamformer design, the assumption taken was that the angle 

of the desired signal relative to the antenna array was known exactly by the 

beamformer. Commonly, this information is employed in the constraint to make the 

beamformer steer in this direction. In practice, the actual angle from which the signal 

arrives is not precisely known. Therefore DOA estimation is used to determine this 

angle. There are many DOA estimation algorithms found in the literature, and some of 

them are described in [28-31]. Two well-known methods include the MUSIC, the 

estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) reported 

in [32-33]. Lal. C. Godara [6], presented a detailed interpretation of various 

beamforming schemes, adaptive algorithms, DOA estimation methods including their 

performance comparison. In [28], an approach is described to recover co-channel source 

signals from correlated signals and is based on the DOA algorithm and the constant 

modulus (CM) array. Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) and 

MUSIC are two algorithms which are presented in [29], for computing the spatial 

spectrum (spectrum estimation) and source position (DOA estimation) from the data 

covariance matrices of non-coherent arrays. A new optimization technique is proposed 

in [30], for Adaptive Antenna Arrays to form nulls that is exactly equal to the number 

of interferers. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is developed by using the MVDR 

algorithm for DOA estimation and the LMS algorithm for adaptive beamforming in 

[31], to investigate the effect of various parameters (number of elements, angle 

separation, elements spacing and step size) that related to the signal environment and 

sensor array for each algorithm. In [34], smart antenna system consisting of 64 

Microstrip antenna elements is designed exploiting MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms for 

angle of arrivals considering both 1-D (azimuth angle) and 2-D (azimuth and elevation 

angle) whereas LMS algorithm is used for adaptive beamforming being used due to its 
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simplicity in its tap coefficient adaptations of an adaptive processor in antenna array. A 

model of communication system reported in [35] having QAM and Rician fading 

channel, is implemented to measure Bit error rate (BER) and the number of errors is 

evaluated by RLS and LMS equalizer algorithm.  

 
In article [36], an innovative downlink Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Spatial Division 

Multiple Access (MIMO-SDMA) optimization technique based on memetic algorithms 

using phase-amplitude perturbation method for smart antennas is proposed and 

beamforming along with null suppression is studied.  

 

The MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms are two well known DOA estimation algorithms 

which are widely used in the design of adaptive array systems. Both algorithms provide 

high angular resolution but MUSIC algorithm is found more accurate, stable [37-38] 

and can provide high angular resolution for multiple sources with a few antennas as 

compared to ESPRIT. Therefore MUSIC algorithm is generally used in wireless mobile 

communication to estimate the DOA of the arriving signals at antenna array. 

 

1.4.  Contributions 
 
Various techniques including conventional and non-conventional have been 

investigated by many researchers to improve the performance of the smart adaptive 

antenna arrays in mobile wireless communication systems and number of techniques 

including Adaptive Beamforming (AB) and DOA algorithms were developed. LMS and 

CMA are AB algorithms, having optimization problems either in gain enhancement 

towards desired users, minimization of mean square error (MSE), reduction in bit error 

rate (BER) or slow rate of convergence which undermine their performance in the 

application of smart adaptive antenna array system.  

 
These optimization problems in LMS and CMA algorithms force us to analyze a 

strategy based on the array processing algorithms in the application of beamforming and 

DOA algorithm for source position using MUSIC algorithm [39]. This concept is 

analyzed for two families of adaptive algorithm namely blind and non-blind. LMS is a 

non-blind and CMA is blind adaptive algorithms, [40-45]. MUSIC algorithm for DOA 
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estimation is selected because of its high accuracy and it providing high angular 

resolution for multiple sources with a few antennas as compared to other algorithms 

[37-38].  

 

Initially, we analyzed non-blind array processing technique and its performance is 

investigated for various numbers of elements, element spacing and step sizes. We found 

that optimum performances can be achieved for elements 10N =  and 14N =  with 

0.5d λ=  and 0.0001µ =  in terms of array gain, MSE and BER. Therefore, we selected 

these parameters for further analysis in Rayleigh fading channels using digital 

modulation technique known as Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) which is 

also called Bandwidth Conservation Scheme. 

 
We assume here a scenario in which this adaptive mechanism is applied, with an 

antenna array at the base station that is usually found in downlink channels in wireless 

cellular communications. 

 
Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm has slow convergence and requires many 

iterations for convergence. If the signal characteristics are rapidly changing [2], then 

LMS fails in tracking of desired signal in a satisfactory manner.  

 
In order to overcome this draw back, we introduce a variant/extended version of LMS 

known as Bessel LMS (BLMS) [46]. This proposed design is based on the steepest 

descent method and provides fast convergence as compared to LMS algorithm. Fast 

convergence in BLMS is made possible by introducing non-uniform step size in the 

weight vector. This non-uniform step size is achieved by exploiting the monotonic 

property of Bessel function and fixed step size. Further comparison of BLMS is made 

with LMS in terms of gain, MSE and BER. This extended version of LMS is analyzed 

in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Rayleigh fading channels [47-48] and 

has an optimum capability for recovering the desired signal and data from the corrupted 

signals. 
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We present a modified version of BLMS that is equipped with variable step size 

mechanisms [49], updated by signal array vector with the aim to make the signal power 

constant which is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular 

communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. The investigation and 

comparison of this modified version is also made in a multipath scenario using digital 

modulation technique [50]. 

 

In this thesis, we focus on the design and performance analysis of the Live Model of the 

BLMS [51] for thorough comprehension of beamforming in adaptive environment and 

compared with live model of LMS in terms of gain and mean square error (MSE). It 

presents the principal elements of communication system. The performance of designed 

Live Model is tested for its efficiency in terms of signal recovery, directive gain by 

minimizing MSE using the “wavrecord” function to bring live audio data in WAV 

format into the MATLAB workspace. However the complete mathematical model for 

convergence analysis is an interesting topic, we will examine it in the future. 

 
Another possible approach is exercised in order to overcome the relatively slow 

convergence of LMS [2]. This approach is known as sample matrix inversion (SMI) 

[12]. SMI is investigated thoroughly but it is revealed that this method also suffers from 

several drawbacks [2]. To invert correlation matrix requires complex multiplication 

resulting in errors or matrix singularities. 

 
Kernel Affine Projection Algorithm (KAPA) is presented for noise cancellation in [53] 

but we introduce KAPA in the application of adaptive beamforming for the first time 

which is novel [54]. The efficiency of KAPA is compared with RLS on the basis of 

gain, MSE and rate of convergence. It is found that it has fast convergence and 

minimum MSE. Therefore KAPA is superior to RLS in smart antenna.  

 
What we have discussed and proposed previously refers to supervised adaptive signal 

processing where there is a desired/reference or training signal. In some application, the 

use of training signal is neither available nor is feasible; therefore blind beamforming 

concept is explored which also known as unsupervised adaptive signal processing or 
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blind signal processing. In this regard, we focus on the development of the blind 

adaptive mechanism based on the blind array processing and DOA algorithm for 

beamforming and source estimation [43-44]. This concept is implemented and analyzed 

for CMA and MUSIC algorithms respectively to highlight the blind aspect of adaptive 

antenna array system which exploits spatial separation between desired user and 

interferer in Rayleigh fading channel.  

 
In this thesis, we present modified CMA algorithms with the name of Kaiser CMA 

(KCMA) and Hamming CMA (HAMCMA) using Kaiser and Hamming Window 

techniques. The KCMA [55] is the unification of CMA [44] [56] and Kaiser Window 

[57-60] that provides computationally efficient implementation for beamforming or 

spatial filtering. It reduces the leakage or smearing effect of signals in order to get 

optimum gain with minimum MSE. On the pattern of KCMA, HAMCMA is developed 

for beamforming using Hamming window. Both modified version of CMA are 

compared with standard CMA in Rayleigh fading channel in terms of signal recovery, 

directive gain by minimizing MSE and BER.  

 

1.5  Thesis Outline  

 
The dissertation consists of ten chapters and is organized in the following way:  
 
Chapter 1 of the thesis deals with the problem statement, motivation and relevant 

literature survey along with contribution.  

 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of adaptive antenna array system and associated 

adaptive algorithms for beamforming techniques that include technological aspect of 

array processing and direction of arrival algorithms. In this chapter, we have selected 

LMS, CMA and MUSIC algorithms with ULA for further analysis.  

 
In Chapter 3, we focus on the analysis of Non-blind Array Processing Technique for 

Beamforming and Direction Finding. On the basis of analysis, we selected fixed number 

of elements, spacing between elements and step size for further investigation. 
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In Chapter 4, a Non-blind adaptive method is proposed which is focusing on signal 

array processing named as Bessel LMS (BLMS). It is shown while using this method 

the performance of smart antenna system can be enhanced. The performance 

comparison is made with LMS algorithms in terms of array gain, MSE and BER. 

 
Chapter 5 analyzes the performance of Blind Array Processing Technique for 

Beamforming and Direction Finding. 

 
In Chapter 6, the researcher develops and implements new blind beamforming 

algorithms for localization of sources named as KCMA, HCMA, and HAMCMA using 

window technique methods. These new blind beamforming algorithms are much more 

stable and robust so that the degradation in its performance might be minimized. The 

performance analysis of these blind beamforming algorithms is made with CMA in 

Rayleigh fading Channel environment employing digital modulation technique. Its 

results are analyzed which show that proposed KCMA algorithm have optimum 

performance than HAMCMA and CMA.  

 
In Chapter 7, an optimal adaptive method is proposed, focusing on signal array 

processing named as Bessel LMS with AGC along with its mathematical model. It is 

shown while using this method the performance of smart antenna system can be 

enhanced in more efficient manner both in analog and digital modulation schemes. 

 
In Chapter 8, a live model of Bessel LMS is designed and its performance comparison 

is made with live model of LMS. It is shown while using this proposed method, the 

performance of smart antenna system can be enhanced in more robust manner. 

 
Finally, Chapter 9 comments on the results and discussions whereas the thesis is 

concluded with future direction and recommendations in Chapter 10. 

 
The appendices are also included with some background information on selected 
relevant topics. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Smart Antenna for Beamforming and Direction Finding 

 
 

2.1  Introduction 
 

This chapter is concerned with a concise preamble to technological aspect of adaptive 

antenna array system which exploits spatial separation between desired user and 

interferer. The base station of wireless cellular communication system equipped with 

adaptive antenna array, directs the signal power towards a desired subscriber and places 

null towards interferers. Adaptive signal processing algorithms are used to compute the 

spatial spectrum (spectrum estimation) whereas direction of arrival (DOA) algorithms is 

to find the source position (DOA estimation) from the data covariance matrices of 

antenna array. In this chapter, we also discuss an optimization criterion based upon 

maximizing the SIR (signal-to-interference ratio) which ultimately is based on 

eigenvalue analysis for the maximum gain of the beamformer.  

 

2.2  Smart Antenna and its Components 

 

Smart antennas are a well-known research area till to date. The researchers are active to 

establish new array processing techniques to get optimum results in beamforming and 

interference reduction with minimum power consumption. The smart adaptive antenna 

array system is the combination of antenna array and digital signal processor [2-3]. 

Adaptive signal processing algorithms are implemented on digital signal processor to 

update the weights of antenna array. The pictorial view of smart adaptive antenna array 

system is shown in Fig. 2.1. This system utilizes signal processing algorithms to 

continuously update the weights of array elements in order to distinguish between 

desired and interfering signals. This system also calculates their directions of arrivals so 

that to form a beam in the desired direction and simultaneously, minimizes gain for null 

generation in the directions of the interferers in order to improve system performance. 

The adaptation of weights depends on certain criterion to be fulfilled in order to 
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optimize the beamformer response in the desired direction either for beam formation 

towards a desired user or null generation towards an interferer. These certain criteria 

include maximization of signal to noise plus interference ratio (SNIR) and minimization 

of MSE. 

 
The adaptation of weights is done by two types of adaptive antenna algorithms as 
appended below: 
 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Smart Adaptive Antenna Array System  

 

2.2.1  Beamforming Algorithm 
 
A beamforming algorithm at the receiver end tries to steer the maximum of the antenna 

beam pattern towards the desired transmitters. 

 

2.2.2  Null Steering Algorithm 
 
A null steering algorithm at the receiver end places minimum gain i.e. nulls towards the 

undesired transmitters, referred to as interferers. It is also known as null beamforming. 

 

2.3  Beamforming and its Types 

 

Beamforming utilization in mobile communication system is the source of motivation to 

study capacity and quality improvement employing smart adaptive antenna array. Both 
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the amplitude and phase of each array element are controlled in beamforming; 

therefore, the application of smart antenna is found everywhere [7-9]. Smart adaptive 

antenna array system is based on beamforming concept. Beamforming is a type of 

spatial filtering and it has two types; Switched beamforming and Adaptive 

beamforming [12] [116]. 

 

2.3.1  Switched Beamforming 

 
This type of system has the following characteristics: 
 

a. It has several highly directive, fixed, predefined beams as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

b. Beams are only switch to a desired directions or sectors on the detection of 

signal strength and. 

c. Chooses among one of several predetermined, fixed beams. These beams are 

switches from one beam to another as the desired user moves throughout the 

sector. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 Figure 2.2:  Switched Beam Antenna Arrays System [116]. 

 

2.3.2  Adaptive Beamforming 

 
This type of system has the following characteristics: 
 

a. Beams are not formed in predetermined direction. 

b. Real time processing and improve system performance. 

Interference Interference 

Desired signal 
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c. Base Station forms narrow beam towards desired user and generates nulls 

towards interfering signals as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Adaptive Spatial Processing, supporting two users on the same conventional 

channel simultaneously in the same cell [116]. 

 

2.4  Categorization of Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms 

 

Beamforming algorithms have two main categories [2], [6], [8] [32]. One category 

needs a training signal to update its weight vector and another one does not require a 

training signal. These two classes are: 

 

2.4.1  Blind Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms 
 
Blind adaptive beamforming algorithm does not require any training sequence to 

update its complex weight vector but uses some of the known properties of the desired 

signal. Examples of blind beamforming algorithms are Constant Modulus Algorithm 

(CMA), Spectral Self-Coherence RE Storal (SCORE), Minimum Variance 

Distortionless Response (MVDR) and Decision Directed (DD) algorithms.  

 

2.4.2  Non-blind Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms 
 

A non-blind adaptive beamforming algorithm requires a training signal to update its 

complex weight vector. During the training period, the training signal is sent by the 

transmitter to the receiver and receiver uses this information to compute new weight for 
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convergence to form a beam in the desired direction. Least mean squares (LMS), 

Normalized least mean squares (NLMS), Recursive least squares (RLS), Kernel affine 

projection algorithm (KAPA) and Direct Matrix Inversion (DMI) algorithms are 

categorized as non-blind algorithms. 

 

2.5  Types of Non-blind Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms 

 
The existing non-blind adaptive algorithms like LMS, NLMS and RLS are analyzed in 

terms of beamforming and MSE reduction in order to select a proper adaptive algorithm for 

smart antenna system [53] [61-68]. We found that LMS provides optimum performance 

with minimum MSE as compared to NLMS and RLS. However, the performance of RLS 

behaves on the same pattern as LMS for MSE reduction but with greater fluctuation. RLS is 

computationally more intensive over that of LMS because of the use of matrix inversion. 

Therefore, LMS is selected for smart antenna system due to its simplicity and chosen for 

subsequent study in forthcoming chapters. Now, start is taken from basic algorithm i.e. 

LMS which is considered most efficient and simple in computation than any other 

algorithms and dedicated a separate chapter to LMS for beamforming. 

 

2.5.1  Least Mean Squares Algorithm 

 

This algorithm is developed by Bernard Widrow and Hoff in 1960 named as Least 

Mean Squares (LMS) which is a non-blind algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.4. The LMS is 

based on the criterion to minimize the MSE and its weight update equation [1-2], [7-8] 

[68] with input signal ( )X k  is given by: 

 

 ( ) ( -1) ( ) ( )*W W Xk k e k kµ= +  (2.1)  

 

where µ  is the rate of adaptation, ( )e k  is the error signal between filter output and 

desired signal. 

 

2.5.2  Normalized Least Mean Squares Algorithm 

 

In the case of this algorithm, only weight update function changes and all other 

equations remain the same as described for LMS in [1-2] [7-8] [68]. The weight update 

equation for the NLMS algorithm is defined by 
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( )
( ) ( -1) ( )

( ) ( )

*

H

X
W W

X X

k
k k e k

k k
µ= +

ε +
 (2.2)  

 

where H  denotes the Hermitian transpose, used for complex conjugate of the input 

signal ( )X k . ε  is a small positive constant, known as epsilon used for controlling 

instability in updating of weights. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Non blind Adaptive Beamforming Concept 
 

2.5.3  Recursive Least Squares Algorithm 

 

The RLS is an adaptive beamforming algorithm which finds the minimum MSE and 

thus yields the set of optimum weights of the array. The RLS algorithm has already 

been described in [1-2] [53] [68] and the weight update equation is computed by  

 
*( ) ( -1) ( ) ( ) ( ( -1))-1W W R X Wk k k k e k= −  (2.3)  

 

where * denotes the complex conjugate matrix. The required inverse of ( )R k  is defined 

by 
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             (2.4)  

 
The matrix -1R  is initialized as: 
 

 0

0

1
(0) , 0-1R I ε

ε
= >    (2.5)  

 

where 0δ  is known as forgetting factor that represents a real scalar quantity which is 

small but close to one and is used for exponential weighting of the past data. I  is the 

identity matrix and 0ε  is a real scalar quantity. 

 

where ( )e k  denotes the error signal and is defined by 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )e k d k y k= −    (2.6)  

 

Where ( )d k  represents the desired signal consisting of original signal plus noise and 

( )y k  denotes the array output. The array output is defined by 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )Hy k k k= W X    (2.7)  

 

where W  refers to weight vector and ( )kX  represents the signal array vector. 

 
 

2.6  Types of Blind Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms 

 

2.6.1  Constant Modulus Algorithm 

 

Dominique Godard [2], [56], [68] was the first to create a family of blind equalization 

algorithms. CMA is a blind algorithm based on the idea to reduce system overhead and 

maintain gain on the signal while minimizing the total output energy as shown in Fig. 

2.5. As a result, a number of bits for transmitting information are increased that leads to 

enhanced capacity. This algorithm seeks for a signal with a constant magnitude i.e. 

modulus within the received data vector on the antenna elements and is only applicable 

for modulation scheme which uses symbol of equal power including phase and 

frequency modulated signals such as FM, PSK, FSK, and QAM. The received data 
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vector consists of desired signal, interference plus noise and therefore, it can identify 

only one signal usually; which is the signal with greatest power [3], [8], [56]. 

 
The cost function [2] is given by 
 

 ( ) [( ( ) ) ]
p q

p
J k E y k R= −   (2.8)  

 
where p is the positive integer and q is the positive integer equal to 1. 
 

Godard showed that the gradient of the cost function is zero when 
p

R  is defined by 

 

 

2
[ ( ) ]

[ ( ) ]

p

p p

E s k
R

E s k
=    (2.9)  

 

where ( )s k is the zero-memory estimate of ( )y k . 

 
The resulting error signal is given by 
 

 
2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
p p

p
e k y k y k R y k

−
= −  (2.10)  

 
This error signal can replace the traditional error signal in the LMS algorithm to yield 

the weight vector 

 

 ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )k k e k kµ+ = + *W W X  (2.11)  

 

The 1p =  case reduces the cost function to the form 

 

 
1 2

1( ) [( ( ) ) ]J k E y k R= −   (2.12)  

 
where  
 

 

2

1

[ ( ) ]

[ ( ) ]

E s k
R

E s k
=    (2.13)  

 

If we normalize the output estimate ( )s k to unity, we can write the error signal in 

(2.10) as 

 

 
( )

( ) ( )
( )

y k
e k y k

y k

 
= −  
 

   (2.14)  
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Figure 2.5: Blind Adaptive Beamforming Concept 
 

Thus the weight vector, in the 1p =  case, becomes  

 

1
( 1) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )

( )
k k y k k

y k
µ
 

+ = + −  
 

*
W W X  (2.15)  

 

where µ  is the step size and output is given by 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )Hy k k k= W X    (2.16)  

 
Godard also supposed a case for 2p =  then weight vector is derived. In both cases 

where 1p = or 2 are referred to as constant modulus algorithms (CMA) but the 1p =  

case has been proven to converge much more rapidly than the 2p = case. We use 1p =  

case in our analysis. 
 

2.6.2  Minimum Variance Distortionless Response Algorithm 

 

The MVDR, a direction of arrival (DOA) estimation method having output ( )y k  in the 

look direction with input signal ( )X k is described as 

 

 ( ) ( 1) ( )W XTy k k k= −   (2.17)  
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The MVDR is considered an adaptive beamformer in beamforming literature, therefore, 

some constraints are imposed as (2.19) , to ensure that desired signals are passed with 

unity gain [54], [68] from looking direction whereas the output power contributed by 

interfering signals from all other directions are minimized using a minimization 

criterion as described in (2.20) . 

 

 Tw s g=     (2.18)  

 

where g  denotes the gain of MVDR which is equal to unity. 

 

( )T

w
Min P w w= R  constrained to 1T

w s =  (2.19)  

 

Solving (2.19)  by Lagrange multiplier method, we obtain the weight vector as 

 

 
T

s
w

s s
=

-1

-1

R

R
    (2.20)  

 

When we put the value of (2.20)  into (2.19) , the output power 0( )P Φ  for a single 

looking direction is obtained as 

 

 0

1
( )

T
P

s s
Φ =

-1
R

   (2.21)  

 

This algorithm computes the optimum weight vector based on the sampled data that 

ultimately forms a beampattern and places null towards interferers. 

 

2.7  Direction of Arrival Estimation Algorithms 

 

The DOA estimation is a technique [69-70] that is used for estimation of the direction 

of an unknown incoming signal to a receiver antenna. This requirement is realized to 

curtail the signal processing algorithm problems which extend a beam only and do not 

know about the desired direction. The main objective of DOA algorithm is to obtain 

information through an analysis of wave fields such as frequencies and DOAs of plane 

waves. For example, DOA estimation has an important use in many sensor systems 

such as radar, sonar, electronic surveillance, and communications. In this study, we 

focus on the implementation of DOA algorithm in communications and more 
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specifically in wireless communications, for improving estimation accuracy and 

locating the positions of the sources. Generally it is assumed that DOA of desired signal 

is known exactly by the beamformer and then the beamformer steers its beam in that 

direction but in practice, the actual angle from which the desired signal arrives is not 

precisely known. Therefore DOA estimation algorithms is employed to estimate precise 

direction of desired signal and then this information is fed to the beamformer to direct 

its beam in the desired direction and to place null towards interferers. 

 
Many DOA estimation algorithms found in the literature namely maximum likelihood 

(ML) method of Capon (1969), Burg's maximum entropy (ME) method (1967), 

minimum mean-squared error (MSE) method of Pisarenko harmonic decomposition 

(PHD) (1973), Eigen structure method of MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classification) 

(1977), Root-MUSIC (1983), and ESPRIT (Estimation of Signal Parameters via 

Rotational Invariance Techniques) (1989). These estimation algorithms are described in 

[2], [6-8], [29-32]. 

 
DOA estimation algorithms can be classified into beamscan algorithms and subspace 

algorithms. MVDR and Root MVDR come under beamscan categories in which these 

algorithms form a conventional beam, scans it over the appropriate region and plots the 

magnitude squared of output. The beamscan estimator is referred to as the Bartlett 

beamformer. In subspace algorithms, the orthogonality property between the signal and 

noise subspaces is exploited [2], [32-33]. MUSIC, Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT 

algorithms are based on the concept of subspace and known as high resolution subspace 

algorithms. The principle of these modern high-resolution methods is based on the 

decomposition of the observation space into two subspaces: signal subspace and noise 

subspace. They have high ability to resolve situation when sources are uncorrelated or 

weakly correlated. Their advantage is that subspaces only depend on the geometry of 

the network and the position of sources. 

 
All these estimation methods have certain constraints and limitations such as when two 

sources are apart then it can be resolvable with the Bartlett approach but if these two 

sources are close then they cannot be resolvable by Bartlett approach. This limitation of 
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the Bartlett approach can be resolved by using a larger array [2]. In spite of that the 

MUSIC, Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms reported in [2], [69-70], are well-known 

methods and have been widely studied. Both the MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms are 

used in the design of adaptive array system due to their high angular resolution but 

MUSIC algorithm is considered more accurate, stable [37-38] and provides high 

angular resolution for multiple sources with a few antennas as compared to ESPRIT. 

Therefore MUSIC algorithm is generally used for estimation of the DOA of the arriving 

signals at antenna array.  

 
Based on the above survey, it is concluded that among currently accepted high-

resolution algorithms, MUSIC, Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT can be considered for further 

study and for actual hardware implementation but in our study, MUSIC algorithm has 

been selected for our research work due to its accuracy, stability and is explained in 

detail as appended below: 

 

2.7.1  Theoretical Background of MUltiple SIgnal Classification 

 
MUSIC algorithm [29], [33], [69] is considered more accurate and stable, therefore N-

element linear array is taken as shown in Fig. 2.4 that detects X  signals impinging on it 

whose directions of arrival need to be known [2], [32]. From the previous discussion we 

know that the received signals at the output of the array have the form as given by 

 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x k A S k n kθ= +   (2.22)  

 
In matrix notation it can be represented as given by 
 

 n= +X AS     (2.23)  

 

where S  is the signal vector, A  is the array propagation vector and n is the noise vector 

with zero mean and variance. 

 
The covariance matrix of order N N×  is given by 
 

{ } { } { }H H H HE E E nn= = +R XX A SS A  (2.24)  
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where { }HE=P SS  and { } 2HE nn σ= , therefore (2.24)  becomes 

 

 2H H σ= +R AP A I    (2.25)  

 

It is generally assumed that N<X , meaning when the number of signals X  is less than 

N  then H HAP A  is singular and has a rank less than N . therefore (2.25)  can be 

written as  

 

 2H H σ= −AP A R I    (2.26)  

 
The eigenvalues of R  can be found by 
 

 2 0H H σ= − =AP A R I   (2.27)  

 
The eigenvectors of R  must satisfy 
 

 2e e
i i

σ=R I     (2.28)  

 

 2( ) e 0
i

σ− =R I    (2.29)  

 

where e
i
 is the eigenvector and i  varies from 1 to N X− . 

 

The noise eigenvector be defined as 
N

E  such that 

 

 2( ) 0
N

s Eσ− =I    (2.30)  

(2.30)  can be written as 

 

 0H H

N
E =AP A    (2.31)  

 

Based upon this approach, the pseudo spectrum ( )P θ  is given by 

 

 
1

( )
( ) ( )H H

N N

P
A E E A

θ
θ θ

=   (2.32)  

 

or the pseudo spectrum ( )P θ  can be written [69-70]  by  

 

 
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

H

H H

N N

A A
P

A E E A

θ θ
θ

θ θ
=   (2.33)  
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When the pseudo spectrum ( )P θ  is plotted, peaks appear at the angles of arrival of the 

incident signals. Therefore, the estimated signal directions are the X  largest peaks in 

the pseudo spectrum. 

 

2.7.2  Root-MUSIC 
 
Root-MUSIC algorithm [2], [32] is an advance form of MUSIC algorithm in order to 

increase the resolution performance and decrease the computing time. It is based on 

polynomial rooting but limited to uniform linear array antennas only. Another 

improvement proposed by its developer Barbell, uses the properties of signal space 

Eigen vectors (principal Eigen vectors) to define a rational spectrum function with 

improved resolution capability. 

 
The principal advantage of Root-Music is the direct calculation of the DOA via finding 

roots of a polynomial, which replaces the search for maxima, necessary in the case of 

MUSIC. This method is very useful in order to increase the angular resolution by 

exploiting certain properties of the received signals. The principle of the Root-MUSIC 

algorithm is to form a polynomial of degree 2(N-1) and extract the roots [2] where N is 

the number of elements in uniform antenna array.  

 

Recall the MUSIC pseudo spectrum ( )P θ  as defined in (2.32)  in which the 

denominator expression is simplified by defining the matrix H

N N
C E E=  which is 

Hermitian. This leads to the root-MUSIC expression as given by 

 

 
1

( )
( ) ( )

RMU H
P

A CA
θ

θ θ
=   (2.34)  

 
If we have uniform linear array antenna, then array propagation vector or array steering 

vector is given by 

 

 ( 1)sin( ) jkd mA e θθ −=    (2.35)  

 

where 1, 2,......m N= . 
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The denominator argument in (2.34)  can be written as 

 

 ( 1)sin ( 1)sin

1 1

( ) ( )
N N

H jkd m jkd n

mn

m n

A CA e C e
θ θθ θ − − −

= =

=∑∑  

 

   

1
sin

1

N
jkdl

l

l N

c e
θ

−

=− +

= ∑  (2.36)  

 

where 
l

c .is the sum of the diagonal elements of C  along the lth  diagonal such that 

 

 
l mn

n m l

c C
− =

= ∑     (2.37)  

 
 

It should be noted that the matrix C  has off-diagonal sums such that 0 > clc  for 0l ≠ . 

Thus the sum of off-diagonal elements is always less than the sum of the main diagonal 

elements. In addition, *c
l l

c−= . For example for a 6 × 6 matrix we have 11 diagonals 

ranging from diagonal numbers  5,  4,  . . . ,  0,  . . . ,  4,  5l = − − . The lower left 

diagonal is represented by  5l = −  whereas the upper right diagonal is represented by 

 5l = . The 
l

c  coefficients are calculated by 

5 61 4 51 62 3 41 52 63,  c    ,  c  c C C C C C C− − −= = + = + +  and so on. 

 

Eq. (2.36)  can be simplified in the form of a polynomial whose coefficients are 
l

c , 

Thus 
 

 
1

1

( )
N

l

l

l N

X z c z
−

=− +

= ∑    (2.38)  

 

where sinjkd
z e

θ−= . 
 

The roots of ( )X z  that lie closest to the unit circle correspond to the poles of the 

MUSIC pseudo spectrum. Thus, this technique is called Root-MUSIC.  

The polynomial of (2.38)  is of order 2(N−1) and thus has roots of 1 2 2, ,.... ( 1)z z z N − . 

Each root may be complex and can be written using polar notation as  

 

 
arg( )ij z

i iz z e=     (2.39)  
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where 1,2,......2( 1)i N= −  and arg( )
i

z  is the phase angle of 
i

z . 

 

Exact zeros in ( )X z  exist when the root magnitudes 1iz = and AOA is calculate by 

comparing arg( )ij z
e  to sin ijkd

e
θ  as  

 
1 1

sin arg( )i iz
kd

θ −  
= −  

 
  (2.40)  

 

2.7.3 Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Technique 

 

The ESPRIT [2], [32], [37] signifies a greater computation load than MUSIC. This is 

because we need two eigen decompositions of the correlation matrix R  and the 

estimated matrix Ψ .  

 
The eigen decomposition of R  is given by 
 

 HQ Q= ΛR     (2.41)  

 
and to obtain an estimate of the M ×M matrix Ψ  is given by  
 

 1
C C

−Ψ = Φ     (2.42)  

 

where C  is an invertible matrix and Φ  is the estimate of the DOAs of all signals. 
 

2.8  Array Processing Techniques for Beamforming 

 

The aim of array signal processing [4, chap 2] is to obtain information through an 

analysis of wave fields such as frequencies and DOAs of plane waves to focus a beam 

on a desired user and place null towards interferers. 

 
Arrays of antenna are found in various geometries. The most commonly are Uniform 

Linear Array (ULA), Uniform Circular Array (UCA) and Planar Arrays [4, chap 2].  

 
We use Uniform Linear Array throughout in our thesis to investigate and analyze the 

performance of beamforming algorithms; therefore discussion is started with Uniform 

Linear Array.  
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2.8.1  Uniform Linear Array 

 
In uniform linear array, all elements are aligned along a straight lines that are equally 

spaced. Consider linear arrays with N  elements and equally spaced as shown in Fig. 

2.6 [2, chap 4, section 4.1]. Far field condition is assumed such that r d>> , therefore 

the array factor for ( )N  elements equally spaced ( )d  linear array is given by 

 

 
( sin ) 2( sin ) ( 1)( sin )1 .......j kd j kd j N kd

AF e e e
θ δ θ δ θ δ+ + − += + + + +

        (2.43)  

 
where δ is the phase shift from element to element. 
 

(2.43)  can concisely be expressed by 

 

 ( )( sin )

1

( )
N

j n kd

n

AF e
θ δ− +

=

Φ =∑    (2.44)  

 
In array processing and array beamforming, the steering array vector can be described 

as 

 

 ( 1)( ) [1, ,......., ]j j Na e eφ φθ − − −=    (2.45)  

 

where 
2

sin
dπ

φ θ
λ

=  is the phase shift observed at each sensor due to the angle of 

arrival of the wavefront and assume d  is the uniform distance between array elements. 

c

f
λ =  where f  is in Hertz. Therefore, the steering array vector can be written as 

 

 
2 2

sin( ) ( 1) sin( )

( ) [1, ,......., ]
j d j d N

a e e

π π
θ θ

λ λθ
− − −

=  (2.46)  

 
This array factor is multiplied with the radiation pattern of the antenna element 

determines the overall radiation pattern of a smart antenna array and results in certain 

directivity. The value of normalized array factor is always taken as unity. Thus 

directivity ( )D  is linked with the gain through the efficiency ( )η . Directivity and gain 

( )G becomes equal if we achieve 100% efficiency as appended below: 
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G

D
η =     (2.47)  

 

where directivity ( )D  of an isotropic element is always unity or 0 dB and thus G D≤  

[73, chap 4 , section 4.1]. 

  
Figure 2.6:  N - elements linear array [2] 

 
The array directivity of uniform N-element linear is given by  
 

2 2

0 0

4 ( , )
( , )

( , ) sin

U
D

U d d

π π

π θ φ
θ φ

θ π θ θ φ

=

∫ ∫
 (2.48)  

 
where ( , )U θ φ  is the radiation intensity for the above far field condition as assumed. 

Therefore, directivity is defined as a measure of the antennas ability to preferentially 

direct energy in certain directions. 

 
The ULA consist of number of elements ( )N  with uniform element spacing ( )d . In 

order to optimize the parameters for beamforming such as array gain, MSE and BER 

performance in wireless communication, we have selected a constant step sizes ( )µ . On 

the basis of this, we have selected two values for number of elements 10N =  and 

14N =  with 0.5d λ=  and 0.0001µ = . Therefore, initial investigation is made for 

beamforming parameters in forth coming chapters. 
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2.8.2 Performance Analysis of Uniform Linear Array System 

 
The antenna array system is considered as shown in Fig. 2.4 that consists of N  antenna 

elements where signals from each element are multiplied by a complex weight and 

summed to form the array output [8, chap 2]. The array output is given by  

 

 

1

( )
N

H

k

y k
=

=∑W X    (2.49)  

 

where W  is the weight matrix, given by 

 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]W
T

N
w w w=    (2.50)  

 
where T  denotes matrix transpose and ( )X k  represents the signal array matrix, written 

by 

 

 1 2( ) [ , ,....., ]X
T

N
k x x x=   (2.51)  

 
Then output of the array system becomes 
 

 ( ) ( )W XHy k k=    (2.52)  

 
The array output power is given by  
 

 2 *( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( )P k y k y k y k= =   (2.53)  

 
where * denotes the complex conjugate matrix. 
 
Putting (2.52)  into (2.53)  then output power becomes 

 

 ( ) W X X WH HP k (k) (k)=   (2.54)  

 
where X(k)  is signal array vector and is taken as zero-mean stationary processes.  

 
Then mean output power of the array system is obtained by taking conditional 

expectation over X(k)   

 

( ) [ ] [W X X W W X X WH H H HP w E (k) (k) E (k) (k)]= =  (2.55)  
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where the expectation operator is denoted by [*]E . 

 
The array correlation matrix R  describes the correlation between various elements as 

defined by  

 

 [ ( ) ( )]R X XHE k k=    (2.56)  

 
Then (2.55)  can be written as  

 

 ( )w W RWHP =    (2.57)  

 
The signal array vector ( )X k  consists of desired plus interfering signals including noise 

[74-75] and is denoted by ( )Xs k , ( )Xi k , and ( )n k  respectively then output of the array 

system due to these signal vectors are given by 

 

 ( ) ( )W X
H

s sy k k=    (2.58)  

 

 ( ) ( )W X
H

i iy k k=    (2.59)  

 

 ( ) ( )W
H

ny k n k=    (2.60)  

 
Array correlation matrices associated with these signal vectors are defined by  

 

 [ ( ) ( )]sR X X
H

s sE k k=   (2.61)  

 

 [ ( ) ( )]iR X X
H

i iE k k=    (2.62)  

 

 [ ( ) ( )]H
E n k n k=nR    (2.63)  

 
These three array correlation matrices can be sum up as R  and is given by  
 

 s i nR = R + R + R    (2.64)  

 
then corresponding mean output power due to these signal vectors are defined as 
 

 sw R w
H

sP =     (2.65)  

 

 iw R w
H

iP =     (2.66)  
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 nw R w
H

nP =     (2.67)  

 

If NP  denotes the mean noise output power added by interfering signals plus noise then 

it is given by 

 N i nP P P= +     (2.68)  

 
Putting from (2.66)  and (2.67)  in (2.68) , then 

 

[ ]i n i nw R w w R w w R + R w
H H H

NP = + =  (2.69)  

 
where 

 N i nR = R + R     (2.70)  

 

and NR  refers array correlation matrix due to interfering signals plus noise.  

 
Therefore (2.69)  can be written as 

 

 Nw R w
H

NP =     (2.71)  

 
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio of the mean output signal power to the mean 

output noise power and sometimes also refers to the signal to interference plus noise 

ratio (SINR). It is given by 

 

 s

N

P
SNR SNIR

P
= =    (2.72)  

 
Putting from (2.65)  and (2.71)  in (2.72)  then  

 

 s

N

w R w

w R w

H

H
SNR SNIR= =   (2.73)  

 
(2.73)  defines that SNR also depends on the weights of the array system which 

determine system performance. Its selection depends on various types of beamforming 

schemes in accordance with their application. 

 
Equation (2.73)  is also called the canonical correlation function, the canonical 

discriminant function, the optimization array gain, the Rayleigh-Ritz ratio, or the signal-
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to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), maximum signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) [2], 

[71]. (2.73)  can be written as 

 

 
H

H
SIR = s

N

w R w

w R w
   (2.74)  

 

where sR  is the autocorrelation function of the desired signal and NR  is the 

autocorrelation function of the interference plus noise. The SIR can be maximized in 

(2.74)  by taking the derivative with respect to w  and setting the result equal to zero.  

 

 
H

H

SIR  ∂ ∂
=  

∂ ∂  

s

N

w R w

w w w R w
  (2.75)  

 
Apply differentiation of a quotient of two functions, 

 

2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

H H
H H

H

SIR

  ∂ ∂
−  ∂  ∂ ∂=   

∂   
    

s N
N s

N

w R w w R w
w R w w R w

w w

w w R w
 

       (2.76)  

 

2

( ). ( ).

( )

H H H H

H

SIR   −∂
=   

∂   

N s s N

N

w R w w R w R w w R

w w R w
 

       (2.77)  

 

2 2

). ( ).

( ) ( )

H H H H

H H

SIR∂
= −

∂
N s s N

N N

w R w w R w R w w R

w w R w w R w
 (2.78)  

 

2

( ).
0

( )

H H H

H H

SIR∂
= − =

∂
s s N

N N

w R w R w w R

w w R w w R w
 (2.79)  

 

2

( ).

( )

H H H

H H
=s s N

N N

w R w R w w R

w R w w R w
   (2.80)  

 

( ).

1 ( )

H H H

H
=s s N

N

w R w R w w R

w R w
   (2.81)  
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( )

( )

H H

H H
=s s

N N

w R w R w

w R w R w
    (2.82)  

 

( )

( )

H H

H H
=s s

N N

w R w R w

w R w R w
    (2.83)  

 

where 
( )

( )

H

H
SIR = s

N

w R w

w R w
, therefore (2.83)  becomes 

H

H
SIR = s

N

w R

w R
     (2.84)  

 

As H =w w , then (2.84)  becomes 

 
1* *SIR

−= s Nw w R R     (2.85)  

 
1* * 0SIR

− − =s Nw R R w    (2.86)  

 

Equation (2.86)  is an eigenvector equation with SIR being the eigenvalues where 

max maxSIR λ=  for the matrix 1−

s N
R R  and maxλ  is the largest eigenvalue. The eigenvector 

associated with the largest eigenvalue is the optimum weight vector 
opt

w , then (2.86)  

becomes 

 
1( ) 0Iλ− − =s NR R w     (2.87)  

 
1

max.
SIR

λ− =s NR R w     (2.88)  

 

Since max maxSIR λ= , 1

maxSIR
−=

s N
R R  and maxopt

λ=w  then (2.88)  becomes 

 

max .
SIR opt

SIR =w w     (2.89)  

or 

max .
opt SIR

SIR=w w     (2.90)  

 

Thus, (2.90)  indicates that the maximum of SNR or SIR for the beamformer which is 

equal to the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix 1−

s N
R R . 

This optimization constraint method for the beamformer is used to focus on desired 

signals while suppressing interferers at the same time [2] [71-72].  
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2.10  Summary 
 
This chapter presents a short preamble to previous work related to smart antenna array 

system, their components including beamforming and DOA concept. An optimization 

criterion based upon maximizing the SIR is discussed being used for localization of 

desired sources in terms of beam formation, null generation and gain improvement for 

antenna array processing. Blind and non-blind adaptive beamforming algorithms are 

discussed to highlight their salient features in light of literature survey. Based on these, the 

researcher have analyzed an approach based on combination of blind and non-blind 

beamforming algorithms with DOA estimation algorithm in forthcoming chapters used for 

localization of desired sources in terms of beam formation, null generation, reduction in 

MSE and gain improvement for array processing. 
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Analysis of Non-blind Array Processing Technique for 

Beamforming and Direction Finding 

 
 

3.1  Introduction 
 

This chapter focuses on the approach based on the array processing algorithm in the 

application of beamforming and Direction of Arrival (DOA) algorithm for source 

positioning. This concept is analyzed for two families of adaptive algorithm namely, 

LMS and Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA). LMS with MUltiple SIgnal 

Classification (MUSIC) algorithm forms a non-blind array processing technique 

whereas CMA plus MUSIC makes a blind adaptive mechanism. Both these techniques 

are used to focus a beam towards a desired user and place nulls towards interferers.  

The MUSIC algorithm computes the angle of arrivals (AOA) of all the incoming signals 

at the array. Once the angle information is known i.e. the mobile location is known then 

it is fed into the beamforming network to compute the complex weight vectors by LMS 

algorithm in case of non-blind and by CMA algorithm in case of blind, required for 

beam steering and beam formation for optimization in that location. 

However non-blind array processing technique exhibits a good trade-off between 

performance and required computational complexity as compared to blind adaptive 

mechanism. This is due to LMS algorithm which is a training based adaptive 

beamformer that requires training sequences for adaptation. This training sequences or 

pilot signal is used in LMS algorithm for synchronization and convergence at the 

receiver which verifies the required output on the spot by judging against the desired 

signal. But CMA algorithm has its own advantages as this algorithm does not require a 

training signal to update its weight vector, thus saving a bandwidth during its training 

succession. 

We start our discussion with non-blind array processing technique, due to its simplicity 

and easy implementation in this chapter. 
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3.2  Non-blind Adaptive Mechanism 
 
The non-blind adaptive mechanism is based on the array processing algorithm in the 

application of beamforming and Direction of Arrival (DOA) algorithm for source 

position as shown in Fig. 3.1. Their mathematical models are described as appended 

below. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Non-blind Adaptive Mechanism for Beamforming 
 

3.2.1  Least Mean Squares Algorithm for Beamforming 
 
This algorithm is developed by Bernard Widrow and Hoff in 1960 named as Least 

Mean Squares (LMS) as shown in Fig. 3.1 and uses iterative method for estimation of 

the gradient vector from the available data. It makes successive corrections to the 

weight vector in the direction of the negative of the gradient vector which finally 

concludes to minimum mean square error (MSE). This successive correction to the 

weight vector is the point at which optimum value of weight 0W  is obtained that relies 

on autocorrelation matrix R  and cross correlation matrix P  of the filter. The 

optimization of weight means that error is minimized and output of the beamformer is 

enhanced. LMS is defined by the following equations [1-3] with input signal 
k

X . The 

output of the beamformer is  
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 T

k k k
y = X W     (3.1)  

 
 

where the response of system output is represented by 
k

y , 
k

X  is the signal array vector, 

k
W  is the weight vector and k is the iteration number.  

 

k
X  in (3.1) is the signal array vector  and can be written by 

 
 1 2[ , , ....., ]X

T

k Nx x x=     (3.2)  

 
As signal array vector consists of desired and other interfering signals [74-75], therefore 

it can also be written as 

 

 

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X
L

k d d i i

i

s k a s k a n kθ θ
=

= + +∑  (3.3)  

 

where 
d

s  and 
i

s  are the desired and interfering signals arriving at the array at an angle 

d
θ  and 

i
θ  respectively. L  is the number of interfering signals and n  is the noise at the 

array elements. ( )
d

a θ  and ( )
i

a θ  are the steering vectors for the desired and interfering 

signals respectively. The steering vector is described as 

 

 
( 1)( ) [1, ,......., ]j j Na e eφ φθ − − −=    (3.4)  

 

where 
2

sin
dπ

φ θ
λ

=  is the phase shift observed at each sensor due to the angle of 

arrival of the wavefront and assume d  is the uniform distance between array elements. 

c

f
λ =  where f  is in Hertz. Therefore, the steering vector can be written as 

 

 

2 2
sin( ) ( 1) sin( )

( ) [1, ,......., ]
j d j d N

a e e

π π
θ θ

λ λθ
− − −

=  (3.5)  

 
The error signal used for adjustment of adaptive system by adjusting or optimizing the 

weight vector to minimize this error signal. It is given by 
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k k k

e d y= −      (3.6)  

 

where 
k

d  is the desired signal or pilot signal required for non-blind algorithm for 

synchronization and convergence at the receiver. 

 

Putting value of 
k

y  in (3.6) , we have 

 

 
T

k k k
e d= −

k
X W     (3.7)  

 
To find weight vector, differentiate (3.7)  w.r.t. weight W , subscript k is dropped for 

simplicity, therefore we get 

 

 [ ]Tk
k k

e
d

∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂
k

X W
W W

   (3.8)  

 

 

T
Tk k k
k

e d  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + 

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

k
k

W X
X W

W W W W
  (3.9)  

 

 [ ]0 (1) 0k
e∂

= − + = −
∂

k kX X
W

   (3.10)  

 
 
Therefore we have 

 

 
k

e∂
= −

∂
kX

W
     (3.11)  

 
Now, the gradient is obtained by differentiating the square error by the receiver antenna 

weight i.e. putting value of (3.11)  in gradient estimate of the form giving by 

 

 

0

^

2 2 ( )

k

k k k

k

L

e

e e

e

∂ 
 ∂
 
 ⋅

∇ = = − 
⋅ 
 ∂
 
∂ 

k

W

X

W

   (3.12)  
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Using steepest decent method [1, chap 2 (2.35)  & 4 (4.36) ], [43] which is being used 

for developing and analyzing a variety of adaptive algorithms, we have  

 

 

^

1W W kk k
µ+ = − ∇     (3.13)  

 
Putting value of gradient estimate (3.12)  into (3.13) , we get 

 

 1 2
k k k k

eµ+ = +W W X     (3.14)  

 
This last equation is actually a weight update equation of LMS adaptive beamforming 

algorithm which can be described as 

 
(New Estimate) = (Old Estimate) - (Correction Term) 

 
where 
 
(Correction Term) = (Learning Rate) × (Function of Output Error) × (Function of Input 
Data) 
 
where µ  is the rate of adaptation controlled by the processing gain of antenna array, 

X
k
 is the induced signal in the elements of the array and 

k
e  is the MSE. 

 
The convergence conditions imposed on step size µ  is given by 

 

max

1
0 µ

λ
≤ ≤      (3.15)  

 

where maxλ  is the largest eigen value of autocorrelation matrix R . The step size is to be 

chosen within range by trial and error method for optimum performance. The very small 

value slow down the beamformer whereas large value gives fast convergence then 

stability becomes a problem. 

 
The autocorrelation matrix R  is given by 

 

 [ ]T

k kR E= X X      (3.16)  

 
and P  is the cross correlation matrix between input and desired signal and is defined by 
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 [ ]k kE d=P X      (3.17)  

 

If P  and R  are not available to solve optimum value of weight vector 0W  directly, 

then we employ an iterative search method. In this method, an initial guess for optimum 

value of weight 0W  is started, say (0)W  then a recursive search method that requires 

much iteration to converge to 0W  is used. With an initial guess for 0W  at 0k = , the 

tap-weight vector at the kth iterations is denoted as 
k

W  that finally depends on µ  for 

convergence to obtain optimum solution 0W  for smart antenna array consisting of 

number of elements that finally leads to obtain minimum MSE. 

 

3.2.2  MUltiple SIgnal Classification Algorithm for Direction Finding 

 

The complete theoretical background of MUSIC algorithm is provided in chapter 2. 

This DOA algorithm [37-38], is broadly used in the design of adaptive array system due 

to its accuracy and stability.  

 

3.3  Simulations Results and Analysis for Non-blind Adaptive Mechanism 

 

In the design of adaptive smart antenna array for wireless mobile communication, the 

performance of DOA estimation and beamforming algorithms depends on many 

parameters such as number of mobile users and their angular separation, the number of 

array elements and their spacing, the number of signal samples and their SNR. The 

phase modulated signal is applied for simulation purpose, to analyze the effect of changing 

a number of parameters related to the signal environment and the antenna array. 

 

3.3.1  Simulations Results of MUSIC Algorithm 

 

3.3.1.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Spectrum 
 

The input parameters for simulation are tabulated in Table 3.1 at S No. 1 to 4 for 

varying array size as shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. The effect of number of elements on 

spectrum is obvious as shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. It is to be noted that spectrum width 

decreases with increase of array size and vice versa.  
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Figure 3.2: MUSIC gain function for angular separation [-20, 0, 30]° 
 

The effect of number of array elements on performance is shown in Fig. 3.2 and 3.4 in 

case of wide angular separation and the same effect can be observed in case of narrow 

angular separation from Fig. 3.3 and 3.5. 

 

3.3.1.2  Effect of Element Spacing on Spectrum 
 

The effect of number of elements is shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. The input parameters for 

simulation are tabulated in Table 3.1 at S No. 1 to 4 for varying elements spacing and 

its effect is obvious in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. It is to be noted that spectrum width varies with 

elements spacing. 

 

3.3.1.3  Effect of Varying Horizontal Angle Separation on Spectrum 
 

The effect of mobile users’ angular separation is recorded for simulation in Table 3.1 at 

S No. 1 to 4 and is in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5 for varying users’ position with equal and different 

power/SNR.  
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Figure 3.3: MUSIC gain function for angular separation [-10, 0, 10]° 
 

Their effect is visible in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5 which indicates the ability of MUSIC algorithm 

to resolve closely spaced signals (narrow angular separation) and far away users/signals 

(wide angular separation) arriving at different angles. All three users/signals can be 

identified but with different radiating power. 

 

3.3.1.4  Effect of SNR on Spectrum 
 
The performance of under study algorithm is analyzed with equal and with different 

SNR for three users as shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. Their effect is also studied with varying 

array size, elements spacing, narrow and wide angular separation of mobile users. It is 

indicated that the signal to noise ratio is an important influence and has good 

performance with high SNR on incoming user as compared to low SNR. The effect of 

SNR on spectrum is tabulated in Table 3.1 at S No. 1 to 4 which show that the 

resolution increases along with the increase of SNR accordingly. 
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Figure 3.4: MUSIC gain function for angular separation [-40, 0, 50]° 
 

3.3.1.5  Effect of Number of mobile Users on Spectrum 
 
The performance of under study algorithm is analyzed for four users with different 

SNR. Their effect for wide angular separation is shown in Fig. 3.6. In Table 3.1, the 

effect of SNR on spectrum is recorded which show that the resolution increases along 

with the increase of SNR accordingly.  

 

It is indicated that the signal to noise ratio is an important influence and has good 

performance with high SNR on incoming user as compared to low SNR. MUSIC 

algorithm has the optimum ability to resolve closely spaced signals (narrow angular 

separation) as well as for wide angular separation shown in Fig. 3.6 arriving at different 

angles. 
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Figure 3.5: MUSIC gain function for angular separation [-10, 10, 40]° 
 

 
 

Figure 3.6: MUSIC gain function for angular separation [-70, -20, 30, 75]° 
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Table 3.1 Input and Output estimate for the MUSIC algorithm 
 

Effect of various parameters on MUSIC spectrum 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

S No. Angular separation for 
three users with equal SNR 

30 dB (degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

DOA 
Estimation 

(degree) 

Fig. 
No. 

1 [-20, 0, 30]° 8 0.5 λ  1.1344 3.2 

2 [-10, 0, 10]° 6 0.5 λ  1.1278 3.3 

S No. Angular separation for 
three users with different 

SNR [25, 15, -5 dB] 
(degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

DOA 
Estimation 

(degree) 

Fig. 
No. 

3 [-40, 0, 50]° 10 0.5 λ  1.1359 3.4 

4 [-10, 10, 40]° 12 0.25 λ  1.1349 3.5 

S No. Angular separation for 
four users with different 
SNR [30, 20, 10, -10 dB] 

(degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

DOA 
Estimation 

(degree) 

Fig. 
No. 

5 [-70, -20, 30, 75]° 14 0.5 λ  1.1358 3.6 

 

3.3.2  Simulations Results of LMS Algorithm 
 

In this section, the parameters on which LMS algorithm depends on are discussed here 

for the performance evaluation of beamforming. 

 

3.3.2.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Array Gain 
 

Uniform linear array formed by different number of elements is taken with element 

spacing / 2λ  for simulation purpose. The array gain for different number of elements 

with two hundred samples is shown in Fig. 3.7. It is observed that the gain/array 

directivity increases with the number of elements but at the same time number of side 

lobes increases with the number of elements. The AOA for desired user is computed by 

MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1359 degrees. The step size in this case is kept as 

0.0001µ = . The best array directivity is achieved for 10N =  and 14N = . Between the 

first two nulls of the array response function, we measured the beam width and 

tabulated in Table 3.2.  
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3.3.2.2  Effect of Number of Elements on MSE 
 

Performance curves for mean square error at each iteration are shown in Fig. 3.8. The 

minimum MSE describes the performance of the given system. The weights values 

obtained at minimum MSE are the ones that minimize the power in the error signal 

indicating that system output has reached the desired output, is called optimum weights 

( ( 1) )w k w+ →  or
MSE

w . This process of minimizing the power of the error signal is 

known as convergence. The performance curve indicates that LMS algorithm has 

minimum MSE for 14N =  as compared to 8N =  when measured after 100 iterations.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.7: Effect of varying number of array elements on Gain Performance 
 

LMS algorithm starts convergence from the iteration number 13 for 14N =  whereas 

LMS algorithm starts to converge from the iteration number 30 for 8N = . If we 

compare these three curves, we conclude that LMS algorithm has rapid rate of 

convergence on 14N =  over that of 10N =  and 8N =  as shown in Fig. 3.8. In this 

case, the minimum MSE is achieved for 14N =  is 0.05 which are almost half as 
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compared to LMS error for 10N =  at 10 iterations. The lowest MSE indicates that the 

algorithm is converged earlier for large array size. The simulation condition is set as per 

Table 3.2 for this experiment. It is important to know how the error degrades the array 

performance. Therefore, one hundred samples is taken for varying number of array 

elements to analyze minimum MSE and compared on the basis of convergence as 

shown in Fig. 3.8.  

 

3.3.2.3  Effect of Element Spacing on Array Gain 
 

The element spacing has a large influence on the array gain and beam width.  Larger 

element spacing results in a higher directivity. Therefore, the effect of array spacing for 

/ 2λ , / 4λ  and / 8λ  is shown in Fig. 3.9 for 10N = .  

 

 
 

Figure 3.8: Mean Square Error plot for varying number of array elements 
 

The AOA for desired user is computed by MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1359 degrees. 

The step size in this case is kept as 0.0001µ = . The effect on beamforming can be 

depicted as shown in Fig. 3.9. The results are summarized in Table 3.2. In this case, the 
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beam width is increased but at the same time, reduction in number of side lobes is also 

observed. 

 
The spacing between the elements is critical due to sidelobes problem that causes 

grating lobes which are the repetitions of the main beam. Increasing the element spacing 

towards λ  results in an increased directivity but the effect of grating lobe is also worth 

noting. Therefore design engineer recommends that element spacing must be / 2d λ=  

to prevent spatial aliasing [2], [120-121]. 

 

3.3.2.4  Effect of Element Spacing on MSE 
 

The adaptive beamformer like LMS in this case combines the signals received by 

different elements of smart antenna array to form a single output. This is achieved by 

minimizing the MSE between the desired output and the actual array output. This 

process of minimizing the power of the error signal is known as convergence. The 

performance curve indicates that LMS has minimum MSE at iteration 18 and starts 

convergence at iteration 15. The result is recorded in Table 3.2. It is to be noted as 

shown in Fig. 3.10 that the algorithm convergence is not affected by element spacing. 

However it is recommended by the design engineer that element spacing must be 

/ 2d λ=  to prevent spatial aliasing and provide good directivity [2], [120-121]. 

 

3.3.2.5  Effect of Step Size on Array Gain 
 

In this section, we study the effect of step size on array directivity as shown in Fig. 

3.11. It is observed that the array directivity increases when step size with suitable guess 

or hit and trail method is chosen, within bounded range. The narrow beam width is 

achieved for both step sizes being chosen but there is high gain with large side lobes is 

observed in case of 0.0001µ =  as compared to 0.000001µ = . The AOA for desired 

user is computed by MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1358 degrees. An effect on 

beamforming is observed and the data is noted in Table 3.2. It is confirmed from this 

results that step size has greater effect on converges and stability of the algorithm. The 

number of element chosen for this experiment is 14. 
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Figure 3.9: Effect of varying element spacing on Gain Performance 
 

 
 

Figure 3.10: Mean Square Error plot for varying element spacing 
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Table 3.2  Input and Output estimate for the LMS algorithm 
 

Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

DOA 
(degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

Beam width 
(degree) 

Gain (dB) MSE at 10 
iterations 

1.1359° 8 0.5 λ  34 0 0.22 

1.1359° 10 0.5 λ  24 0 0.11 

1.1359° 14 0.5 λ  20 0 0.05 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

1.1359° 10 0.5 λ  24 0 0.11 

1.1359° 10 0.25 λ  46 0 0.11 

1.1359° 10 0.125 λ  110 0 0.11 

Effect of Step Size on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  20 0 0.05 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  20 0 0.75 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  20 -12 0.97 

 

3.3.2.6  Effect of Step Size on MSE 
 

It is important to know how the error degrades the array performance. Therefore, one 

hundred samples are taken for 14N =  to analyze minimum MSE and compared on the 

basis of step size as shown in Fig. 3.12.  

 

Performance curve for mean square error at each iteration is shown in Fig. 3.12 and 

minimum MSE is achieved for 0.0001µ =  as compared to 0.000001µ = . The 

algorithm is converged at 20 iterations when 0.0001µ =  is taken whereas the algorithm 

needs more iterations for convergence when 0.00001µ = .  

 

It is confirmed from this experiment that step size has greater effect on converges and 

stability of the LMS beamformer. The step size within bounded range gives marked 

improvement in reduction of sidelobes and in error minimization.  
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Figure 3.11: Effect of varying step size on Gain Performance 
 

 
 

Figure 3.12: Mean Square Error plot for varying step size 
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3.4  Results and Discussions 

 

In this chapter, non-blind adaptive mechanism is analyzed for beamforming using LMS 

algorithm respectively in conjunction with MUSIC algorithm for DOA estimation. A 

system model is presented and analyzed, supported by mathematical and analytical 

model, which is further being utilized to develop simulation results for analysis. The 

non-blind adaptive mechanism is compared on the basis of MUSIC gain function, DOA 

estimation, beam pattern, stability, MSE performance and computation time of optimum 

weights vector. 

 
The findings of simulation and mathematical analysis are: 
 
(1)  The non-blind adaptive mechanism has the capability to estimate DOA and fed into 

beamforming network to adjust the weights of the adaptive beamformer, so that the 

optimum power is extended towards desired user while suppressing interference, 

due which capacity of the communication network increases. It is observed that 

gain increases when number of sensors in array system increases as shown in Fig. 

3.7. 

 
(2) The non-blind adaptive mechanism is based on space division multiple access 

(SDMA) technique due to which all users in the network are able to exchange 

information at the same time using the same channel. 

 
(3) The Communication System equipped with smart antennas using non-blind adaptive 

mechanism focuses only on the desired users and allow the adjacent channels/users 

to communicate with each other without any interference whereas the System with 

Omni antennas keep the adjacent channels on standby during their transmission.  

 
(4) The non-blind adaptive mechanism is using spatial filtering feature, due to this 

frequency reuse is efficient and effective in the communication system employing 

smart antenna. 

 
(5) The computation were done in MATLAB version 7.8.0.347 (R2009a) on Intel(R) 

Core(TM)i3 processor running at 3.00 GB and the estimated time is 0.0622 S for 
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DOA estimation by MUSIC algorithm and 0.0301 S for beamforming by LMS 

algorithm. Therefore it is observed that non-blind adaptive mechanism represents a 

significantly low computation load. 

 
(6) The null depth and steering performance of the non-blind adaptive mechanism is 

optimum. 

 
(7) The proposed non-blind adaptive mechanism is more accurate and stable as it 

requires pilot signal for synchronization and convergence at the receiver which 

verifies the required output on the spot by judging against the desired signal.  

 
(8) The convergence property/capability of the proposed non-blind adaptive mechanism 

is fast and stable as shown in Fig. 3.8, 3.10 and 3.12. 

 
(9) The proposed non-blind adaptive mechanism has better capability to obtain 

minimum MSE by adjusting step size within bounded condition as shown in Fig. 

3.8, 3.10 and 3.12. 

 

From above analysis of non-blind adaptive mechanism using LMS in ULA with 

different number of elements ( )N , element spacing ( )d and step sizes ( )µ  in order to 

improve array gain and MSE performance in wireless communication. On the basis of 

this, we have selected two values for number of elements 10N =  and 14N =  with 

0.5d λ=  and 0.0001µ =  for performance comparison of non-blind array technique in 

terms of array gain, MSE and BER with other techniques covered in forth coming 

chapters as these values provides optimum array gain and minimum MSE as shown in 

Fig. 3.8, 3.9, 3.11 and 3.12. 

 

3.5  Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have analyzed non-blind adaptive mechanism for beamforming and 

direction finding for a smart adaptive antenna system in order to save transmitted power 

and to find the optimum array weights so that system overhead is to be avoided for 

enhancing signal quality and system capacity. This non-blind array technique is tested 

for performance evaluations in real-world application like multipath Rayleigh fading 
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channel in forthcoming chapter. In next chapter, we will derive a new adaptive 

beamforming algorithm named as Bessel LMS (BLMS) algorithm for a smart adaptive 

antenna system being used for beamforming in order to enhance signal quality. The 

same is compared with LMS algorithm. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

Bessel Least Mean Square Algorithm and Performance 

Comparison with LMS 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 
 

The objective of this chapter is to design and analyze the performance of modified 

version of LMS algorithm with the aim to minimize the mean square error (MSE) and 

to enhance the gain. This modified algorithm is termed as Bessel least mean squares 

(BLMS). The design approach follows the design steps of standard LMS algorithm. The 

BLMS algorithm uses Bessel function (BF) of the first kind having the monotonically 

decreasing property. Due to this asymptotic property, BF gives a number of coefficients 

in discrete form. Exploiting this asymptotic decay property, we use it with step function 

(SF) and get a non-uniform step size which helps the algorithm to converge in a more 

efficient manner to reduce MSE for a certain number of iterations and optimize gain. 

This modified version of LMS algorithm is a non-blind adaptive algorithm which 

requires pilot signal for synchronization and convergence at the receiver which verifies 

the required output on the spot by judging against the desired signal.  

 
The comparison of BLMS is made with LMS algorithm in a scenario of noise model. 

The performance of both algorithms are judged in terms of signal recovery, directive 

gain, minimum mean square error (MMSE), saving in transmitted power and rate of 

convergence. Based on simulation results, it is revealed that BLMS algorithm provides 

more gain enhancement, minimum MSE, saving in transmitted power and reduction in 

bit error rate (BER) as compared to LMS. Therefore, BLMS algorithm gives a more 

cost effective solution in practical base station installations of mobile communication 

system to enhance capacity and range. 
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4.2  Bessel Least Mean Squares Algorithm 

 

Let us define some notations. kX  is the signal array vector, kW  is the weight vector and 

( )
v

J N , exploiting the asymptotic decay property of the Bessel function of the first kind 

and using with step function (SF) for getting a non-uniform step size which generates 

coefficients equal to the number of elements. The response of system output is 

represented by 
k

y  and 
k

e  is the error signal used for adjustment of adaptive system by 

optimizing the weight vector which equal to the difference of desired signal 
k

d  and 

system output. 

 
The proposed algorithm is based on the non-uniform step size using Bessel function of 

the first kind [76-78] that provides computationally efficient adaptive weights 

calculation [8]. This is used for implementation of Beamforming [79-81]. The proposed 

algorithm finds the minimum of MSE and thus yields the set of optimum weights of the 

beamformer. Now consider a smart antenna using multiple inputs at its array’s elements 

as shown in Fig. 4.1 then its output will be  

 

 T

k k k
y = X W     (4.1)  

 

where 
k

W  is the weight vector and kX  is the signal array vector. 

 
To initialize the adaptive beamforming algorithm, we set the initial weight vector to 

zero. The Bessel function is a depended variable, on number of elements which is a 

significant part of antenna array. Exploiting the asymptotic decay property of Bessel 

function and to interact with constant step size to get a non-uniform step size which 

generates coefficients equal to the number of elements.  

Their combined effects with signal array vectors minimize the MSE and optimize the 

weight vector. The optimization of weight means that error is minimized and output of 

the beamformer is enhanced. Bessel function of the first kind is a mathematical function 

that generates an output array for each element of the input array [82]. Occasionally 

Bessel function is also known as functions of Fourier-Bessel [83]. 
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Figure 4.1: Proposed Bessel Least Mean Square Algorithm 
 
It is important to note that initial weight vector ideally has no impact on the end results 

[84]. Bessel LMS employing non-uniform step size function using Bessel function has 

the ability to discriminate between the desired signal, noise and other unwanted 

components using the principle of orthogonality. Bessel function of the first kind can 

also be described as given by 

 

 

2

4

0

J ( )
2 ! ( 1)

k
N

v

v

k

N
N

k v k

 
−  

∞  

=

 
=  

Γ + + 
∑   (4.2)  

 

where v  denotes the order of the Bessel function of the first kind and must be a real 

number. The number of elements of an array is represented by N  and Γ  is the gamma 

function. These functions have regular zero-crossings but decaying amplitudes that 

provide a better match to the behavior of speech waveforms [85-86]. Bessel function 

with large value of N  is given by 
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2

( ) cos
4 2

v

v
J N N

N

π π

π

 
= − − 

 
  (4.3)  

 

which shows that the Bessel function oscillates but is not periodic. It means that the 

amplitude of ( )
v

J N  is not constant but decreases asymptotically. It can be said that it 

behaves like a cosine wave with progressively decreasing amplitude, that is, a damping 

effect. This is an alternating term series and displays the characteristic of oscillating 

waves, i.e. it changes sign every term and at the same time decreasing values [87]. This 

damping effect property of Bessel function is useful for our investigation; therefore 

incorporation of (4.3)  in antenna weight vector kW  helps the proposed algorithm to 

converge efficiently in order to minimize MSE. 

 

k
X  in (4.1) is the signal array vector  and can be written by 

 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k Nx x x=X     (4.4)  

 
As signal array vector consists of desired and other interfering signals [74-75], therefore 

it can also be written as 

 

 
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X
L

k d d i i

i

s k a s k a n kθ θ
=

= + +∑  (4.5)  

 

where 
d

s  and 
i

s  are the desired and interfering signals arriving at the array at an angle 

d
θ  and 

i
θ  respectively. L  is the number of interfering signals and n  is the noise at the 

array elements. ( )
d

a θ  and ( )
i

a θ  are the steering vectors for the desired and interfering 

signals respectively. The steering vector is described as 

 

 ( 1)( ) [1, ,......., ]j j Na e eφ φθ − − −=    (4.6)  

 

where 
2

sin
dπ

φ θ
λ

=  is the phase shift observed at each sensor due to the angle of 

arrival of the wavefront and assume d  is the uniform distance between array elements. 

Therefore, the steering vector can be written as 
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2 2
sin( ) ( 1) sin( )

( ) [1, ,......., ]
j d j d N

a e e

π π
θ θ

λ λθ
− − −

=  (4.7)  

 

The error signal used for adjustment of adaptive system by adjusting or optimizing the 

weight vector to minimize this error signal. It is given by 

 

 
k k k

e d y= −      (4.8)  

 

Putting value of 
k

y  in (4.8) , we have 

 

 T

k k k
e d= − kX W     (4.9)  

 

To find weight vector for BLMS, differentiate (4.9)  w.r.t. weight W , where the 

subscript k is dropped for simplicity, therefore we get 

 

 [ ]Tk
k k

e
d

∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂
kX W

W W
   (4.10)  

 
After simplification, we get 

 

 k
e∂

= −
∂

kX
W

     (4.11)  

 
Now, the gradient is obtained by differentiating the square error by the receiver antenna 

weight i.e. putting value of (4.11)  in gradient estimate of the form giving by 
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Mathematically, the Gradient Descent Rule [1, chap 2 (2.35)  & 4 (4.36) ], [43] is given 

by  
 

 
^

1W W kk k
µ+ = − ∇     (4.13)  

 

Putting value of gradient estimate (4.12)  into (4.13) , we get 
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 1 2
k k k k

eµ+ = +W W X     (4.14)  

 

where µ  is the constant step size and can be written as 
contt

µ . Multiply Bessel function 

of 1st order with the step size for getting a non-uniform step size ( )
non uniform

µ −  which 

generates coefficients equal to the number of elements as Bessel function is a dependent 

variable on number of elements which is a significant part of antenna array.  

 

 ( )
non uniform contt v

J Nµ µ− = ×    (4.15)  

 

Putting value of Bessel function (4.3) into (4.15) , then we have 

 

 
2

cos
4 2
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v
N

N

π π
µ µ

π
−

 
= × − − 

 
 (4.16)  

 

Putting value of non-uniform step size (4.16)  into (4.14) , then weight vector for 

BLMS algorithm is given by 

 

1

2
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π π
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π
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= + − − 

 
W W X  (4.17)  

 

(4.17)  can be written as 

 

 1 2
k k non uniform k k

eµ+ −= +W W X    (4.18)  

 

(4.18)  can also be written as 

 

 1 2 ( )
k k v k k

J N eµ+ = +W W X    (4.19)  

 
This last equation is actually a weight update equation of BLMS algorithm which can 

be described as 

 
(New Estimate) = (Old Estimate) - (Correction Term) 

 
where 
 
(Correction Term) = (Learning Rate in form of non-uniform step size) × (Function of 

Input Data) × (Function of Output Error) 
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The flow chart of the proposed BLMS algorithm is shown in the Fig. 4.2, where same 

feedback error is used for each correlation loop for its adaptation. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Flow chart of proposed Bessel Least Mean Squares algorithm 
 
In loop No. 1, the Bessel function interacts with constant step size to get a non-uniform 

step size which act together with signal induced on array’s element No. 1 and weight of 

this loop is adapted accordingly by its own correlation loop. The output of this loop is 
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coupled to the adder. This output of the adder is compared with reference signal (
k

d ) 

and error is generated. This error is used as a feedback to control the loop for updating 

the weight vector. Similarly in the loop No. 2 to the last loop of beamformer, the above 

stated process is repeated. It means that the Bessel function interacts with constant step 

size to get a non-uniform step size which generates coefficients equal to the number of 

elements or signal array vectors and work together with each signal induced on array’s 

elements separately and each weight (
k

W ) of the BLMS algorithm is being adapted by 

its own correlation loop. It is to be noted that all weights (
k

W ) of the BLMS algorithm 

use the same feedback error (
k

e ) to control/update their loops. Therefore it can be said 

that their combined effects with signal array vectors minimize the MSE and optimize 

the weight vector in order to enhance gain/SNR. 

 

4.3  Simulations Results and Analysis 

 
We analyzed a proposed algorithm in a uniform linear array with different number of 

elements ( )N , element spacing ( )d and step sizes ( )µ  in order to improve array gain, 

MSE and BER performance in wireless communication system. The phase modulated 

signal is applied for computer simulation purpose, to illustrate the effect of element 

spacing, number of elements and beam steering as is given by 

 

 sin( )( ) j tS t e ω φ+=       (4.20)  

 

where φ  is the phase angle of the applied signal. 

 

4.3.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Gain 

 

The proposed algorithm is analyzed in a uniform linear array with different number of 

elements ( )N , with element spacing / 2λ  for simulation purpose as is shown in Fig. 

4.3 with one hundred samples. It is observed that the gain/array directivity increases 

with the number of elements but at the same time number of side lobes and its level 

increases. The AOA for desired user is 0 degree and two interferers are set at -70 and 70 

degrees. The constant step size in this case is kept as 0.0001µ = .  
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Figure 4.3: Array Gain for BLMS algorithm with 0 degree AOA for desired user and -

70 & 70 degrees for two interferers 

 

The best array directivity is achieved for 14N = . The beam width is measured between 

the first two nulls of the array response function. Similarly for same number of elements 

as shown in Fig. 4.3 if spacing between elements is changed from / 2λ  to / 4λ  and all 

other parameters kept constant then effect on beamforming can be depicted as shown in 

Fig. 4.4. The results are summarized in Table 4.1. In this case, the beam width is 

increased but at the same time, reduction in number of side lobes is also observed. 

 

4.3.2  Effect of Element Spacing on Gain 

 

The element spacing has a large influence on the array gain.  Larger element spacing 

results in a higher directivity. Therefore, the effect of array spacing for / 2λ , / 4λ  and 

/ 8λ  is shown in Fig. 4.5 for 10N =  with two interferers at 60 and – 30 degrees. AOA 

for desired user is set at 20 degrees with constant step size as 0.0001µ = . The results 

are provided in Table 4.1 when number of elements is kept constant as shown.  
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Figure 4.4: Array Gain for BLMS algorithm with 0 degree AOA for desired user 
 

Table 4.1  Input and Output estimate for the Proposed algorithm 
 

Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

AOA 
(degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

Beam width 
(degree) 

Gain 
(dB) 

0° 8 0.5 λ  28.8 18 

0° 10 0.5 λ  21.6 20 

0° 14 0.5 λ  14 24 

0° 8 0.25 λ  60 18 

0° 10 0.25 λ  46 20 

0° 14 0.25 λ  32 24 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

20° 10 0.5 λ  21.6 20 

20° 10 0.25 λ  46 20 

20° 10 0.125 λ  104.4 20 
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 Figure 4.5: Array Gain for BLMS algorithm for 10N =  with two interferers 
 

4.3.3  Effect of Step Size on MSE 

 

Performance curve as shown in Fig. 4.6 is the mean square error at each iteration. The 

minimum MSE at which optimum weights ( ( 1) )w k w+ →  or
MSE

w  is obtained, 

describes the performance of the given system. Therefore, one hundred samples is taken 

for 14N =  to analyze minimum MSE and compared on the basis of constant step size 

as shown in Fig. 4.6. The minimum MSE is achieved for constant step size 0.0001µ =  

as shown in Fig. 4.6 and follows the steady path. It is confirmed from the results that 

step size has greater effect on converges and stability of the proposed beamformer. The 

step size within bounded range gives marked improvement in reduction of sidelobes and 

in error minimization. 

 

4.3.4  Null Depth Performance 

 

Angle of arrival (AOA) for desired user is set at 0 degree and two interferers are located 

at -30 and -50 degrees for 10N =  and / 2λ  as shown in Fig. 4.7.  
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Figure 4.6: Mean Square Error plot for BLMS algorithm for 14N =  
 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Null Depth Performance of BLMS algorithm 
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Deep null is formed in the interferer direction at -50 degrees as compared to -30 

degrees. In the case the step size is kept as 0.0001µ = . 

 

4.4  Performance Comparison of BLMS with LMS Algorithm  
 

System performance of BLMS algorithm involves quantities such as signal recovery, 

directive gain, reduction in MSE, saving in transmitted power and rate of convergence. 

These performances are compared with LMS algorithm. The simulations are designed 

to analyze the properties of BLMS and LMS algorithms. The phase modulated signal is 

taken for simulation purpose and their graphs are presented in forthcoming paragraphs. 

 

4.5  Simulations and Numerical Results 

 

4.5.1  Gain enhancement by Smart Antenna Array System 

 

The performance of LMS and BLMS in uniform linear array is analyzed. The number 

of elements is 10N =  and distance between two elements is maintained as / 2λ . One 

hundred samples are taken for simulation purpose. The angle of arrival (AOA) for 

desired user is 0 degree and rest of the signals coming from other directions is 

considered as interferers as shown in Fig. 4.8. The constant rate of adaptation (step size) 

is 0.01 for both algorithms under study. If we use selected step size 0.0001 then beam 

pattern and MSE curves do not follow the same pattern and scaling effect arise, 

therefore we increase step size from 0.0001 to 0.01 to meet the comparison requirement 

in terms of array gain and MSE performance which leads us for convergence analysis. 

 
The desired signal and interferers are received by an array of 10 elements where the 

beam width is measured between the first two nulls of the array response function. It is 

observed that the array directivity for both BLMS and LMS algorithms is -8.04 dB and -

10.0 dB by suppressing interference which indicates that array gain of BLMS is slightly 

more than LMS algorithm. However the sidelobe level (SLL) of BLMS is small than 

that of LMS algorithm. Both algorithms have their main beam towards the desired 

direction. It is ascertained that BLMS is giving slightly more gain with minimum SLL 

than that of LMS.  
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Figure 4.8:  Array Gain for BLMS and LMS algorithms with AOA for desired user is 0 

degree with constant space of / 2λ  between elements 

 

It means that BLMS algorithm saves power by reduction in SLL. Because of the 

reduction in SLL, it is also clear that using the proposed method the interference is very 

low. It is worth mentioning that beampattern of the antenna array is also effected by 

number of elements and their spacing along with step size. Therefore it is recommended 

to restrict element spacing to / 2d λ=  to prevent spatial aliasing. 

 

4.5.2  Mean Square Error Performance 

 

System performance involves number of quantities in which the minimum mean square 

error (MMSE) is one of the parameter. Performance curve as shown in Fig. 4.9 is the 

mean square error at each iteration for both these algorithms under study. An adaptive 

beamformer like BLMS or LMS combines the signals received by different elements of 

smart antenna array to form a single output.  
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Figure 4.9: Mean Square Error Performance for B LMS and LMS algorithms 
 

This is achieved by minimizing the MSE between the desired output and the actual 

array output. This process of minimizing the power of the error signal is known as 

convergence. The performance curve indicates that BLMS has minimum MSE as 

compared to LMS when measured after 100 iterations. BLMS algorithm starts to 

converge from the iteration number 6 whereas in the LMS algorithm it starts to 

converge from the 33 iterations.  

 

If we compare these curves, we conclude that BLMS algorithm has rapid rate of 

convergence than the LMS algorithm as shown in Fig. 4.9. In other words, BLMS 

algorithm can achieve faster convergence than the typically LMS algorithm for the 

same adaptation size or iterations which is extremely important in the application of 

wireless cellular communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. In this 

case, the BLMS error is almost 0.04 and the LMS error is almost 0.6 at 5 iterations. An 

adaptive system with small minimum MSE indicates that this system has accurately 
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modeled, predicted, adapted and/or converged to a solution for the given system. The 

data given in Table 4.2 is extracted from Fig. 4.8 and 4.9. 

 
Table 4.2  System Input and Throughput Estimate for Algorithms under study 

 

BLMS LMS  Parameter 

System Input 

No. of Samples 100 100 

AOA (degree) 0 0 

Element Spacing (λ) 0.5 0.5 

No. of Elements 10 10 

Parameter System Throughput Estimate 

Beam width (degree) 20 20 

Array Gain (dB) -8.04 -10.0 

Sidelobe Level (dB) -20.73 -17.58 

Minimum MSE at 5th iterations 0.04 0.6 

Rate of convergence fast slow 

 

4.5.3  BER Performance 

 

Bit Error Rate (BER) is measured in Rayleigh fading channel using digital modulation 

technique. The simulations are designed to analyze the properties of BLMS and LMS 

algorithms. The quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal is taken with SNR = 

20 dB, for simulation purpose in order to assess the Communication System 

performance that transmits digital data from transmitter to receiver. Therefore a 

comparison is made between the BER obtained through the semianalytic technique with 

the theoretical BER for the smart antenna array operating in the Rayleigh fading 

channel environment. The BER performance curves are shown in Fig. 4.10 which 

indicates that BLMS performs well as compared to LMS algorithm. Therefore, it is 

clear that the performance of BLMS is optimum than that of LMS algorithm. The 

computed BER values of BLMS and LMS algorithms at SNR=10 dB are 0.0283 and 

0.0418 respectively. The BER value of BLMS is 67.70% (0.0283 is 67.70% of 0.0418) 

as compared to LMS, then BER reduction capability of BLMS at SNR=10 dB is 

32.30% (100 - 67.70) more as compared to LMS. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between Measured and Theoretical BER 
 

The data obtained from Fig. 4.10 is provided in Table 4.3. 
 

Table 4.3 BER Performance Analysis of BLMS and LMS algorithms 
 

Eb/No (dB) BERtheory BER LMS BER BLMS 

2 0.1481 0.0986 0.0903 

4 0.1113 0.0814 0.0749 

6 0.0803 0.0664 0.0586 

8 0.0559 0.0558 0.0426 

10 0.0377 0.0418 0.0283 

12 0.0249 0.0324 0.0172 

14 0.0163 0.0248 0.0094 

16 0.0105 0.0186 0.0046 

18 0.0066 0.0134 0.0019 
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Therefore, BLMS provides cost effective solution for wireless cellular communication 

system as compared to LMS algorithm.  

 

4.6  Discussions and Comments 

 

In this chapter, we proposed a Bessel least mean square algorithm for a smart antenna 

system. A system model is presented and analyzed in order to develop simulation 

results for analysis. The proposed BLMS algorithm is analyzed on the basis of beam 

pattern, stability, null depth performance and computation time of optimum weights 

vector. The comparison of proposed BLMS algorithm is made with LMS as well. The 

findings of simulation and mathematical analysis are: 

 
(1) The Proposed Algorithm has the capability to direct desired beam towards the 

desired user while suppressing interference. It is observed that gain increases when 

number of sensors in array system increases as shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4, therefore 

communication network equipped with smart antenna increases the capacity and 

quality of the system. 

 
(2) Narrow beamwidth of smart antenna is achieved by increasing array size and vice 

versa. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3. 

 
(3) Broad beamwidth of smart antenna is achieved by decreasing the element spacing as 

shown in Fig. 4.5. It is observed that the spacing between elements is a critical 

issue and causes sidelobes and grating lobes problems. To avoid these problems, it 

is recommended to maintain spacing between elements equal to / 2λ . 

 
(4) Step size also influences the convergence and stability of the proposed beamformer. 

This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, it is advised that keep the step 

size within a specified range by hit and trial method from zero to one. 

 
(5)  From above discussions, an idea is emerged to propose a BLMS with automatic 

gain control (AGC) [49-50], to eliminate the involvement of operator to choose a 

step size by hit and trial method.  
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(6) The computations were done in MATLAB version 7.8.0.347 (R2009a) on Intel(R) 

Core(TM)2 processor running at 2.80 GHz and the estimated time of BLMS 

algorithm is found 0.0981 S. 

 

(7) The null depth and beam steering performance of the proposed algorithm is good as 

shown in Fig. 4.7. 

 
(8) The Proposed Algorithm is more accurate and stable as it requires pilot signal for 

synchronization and convergence at the receiver which verifies the required output 

on the spot by judging against the desired signal. 

 
(9) The proposed BLMS has slightly more directive gain (-8.04 dB) but with lower SLL 

than that of LMS algorithm by suppressing interference as shown in Fig. 4.8 and 

tabulated in Table 4.2. Therefore BLMS saves power by reduction in SLL. Because 

of the reduction in SLL, it is also clear that using the proposed method the 

interference is very low.  

 
(10) The null depth performance of BLMS algorithm is optimum as shown in Fig. 

4.8. 
 
(10) The proposed BLMS has minimum MSE as compared to LMS when measured 

at 100 iterations. Therefore it is proved that performance of BLMS is optimum than 

that of LMS as shown in Fig. 4.9 and tabulated in Table 4.2. An adaptive system 

with small minimum MSE indicates that this system has accurately modeled, 

predicted, adapted and/or converged to a solution for the given system. 

 
(11) If we compare the convergence of the proposed BLMS with LMS for the same 

adaptation size or iterations as shown in Fig. 4.9 then it shows that BLMS 

converges much more quickly than LMS. BLMS requires an average of 6 iterations 

in comparison to 33 iterations for LMS. This improvement comes in proposed 

algorithm from the strategy of employing non-uniform step size using Bessel 

function of the first kind which helps the algorithm to converge in a more efficient 

manner. Thus, BLMS can achieve faster convergence than the typically LMS 
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algorithm which is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular 

communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. 

 
(12) The BER performance of BLMS is found optimum as compared to LMS. The 

same can be depicted from Table 4.3. The BER reduction capability of BLMS is 

32.30% more as compared to LMS at 10 dB SNR. Thus smart antenna with BLMS 

can increase the number of active users (increase in capacity) in 2G and beyond 

system significantly without losing of performance quality. 

 
The comparative summary derived from above discussion is tabulated in Table 4.4. 
 

Table 4.4 Summary of beamforming algorithms under study 
 

Algorithm’s Comparison  

Parameters BLMS LMS 

Interference rejection High High 

Gain enhancement (dB) High High 

Null depth performance (dB) Low High 

Convergence rate (S) Less  More 

MSE reduction capability High Low 

Computational Complexity High Low 

BER performance High Low 

Efficiency High Low 

Adaptive tracking performance High High 

Validates Wiener filter theory Yes Yes 

 

4.7  Conclusion 
 
BLMS provides following improvements with respect to LMS algorithm as: 
 

(1) BLMS is giving slightly more directive gain. 
 
(2) BLMS has lower MSE as compared to LMS. 
 
(3) BLMS has fast and stable convergence as shown in Fig. 4.9. 
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(4) BLMS saves transmitting power because of low SSL due to which battery life at 

the base station of communication system increases. 

 
(5) Because of the reduction in SLL, it is also clear that using the proposed method 

the interference is very low. 

 
(6) The BER performance of BLMS is found optimum as compared to LMS as 

shown in Fig. 4.10. 

 

4.8  Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have derived a new adaptive beamforming algorithm named as 

BLMS for enhancing signal quality and system capacity. The results presented here 

have been published in [46]. The performance comparison of BLMS with LMS 

algorithm in the noise channel model is discussed with examples. The real model of this 

algorithm is compared with real model of LMS algorithm and the results are published 

in [51]. This proposed algorithm is also developed with automatic gain control (AGC) 

and tested its performance in multipath Rayleigh fading channel in the forthcoming 

chapter. In some application, the use of training signal is neither available nor is 

feasible; therefore blind beamforming concept is explored in next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
 

 

Analysis of Blind Array Processing Technique for 

Beamforming and Direction Finding 

 
 

5.1  Introduction 
 

What we have discussed and proposed previously refers to supervised adaptive signal 

processing where desired or training signal is available. In some application, the use of 

training signal is neither available nor is feasible; therefore blind beamforming concept 

is explored which also known as unsupervised adaptive signal processing or blind signal 

processing. In this regard, we focus on the strategy of the blind adaptive mechanism 

based on the blind array processing and DOA algorithm for beamforming and source 

position estimation [43-44], [56]. This concept is implemented and analyzed for CMA 

and MUSIC algorithms respectively to highlight the blind aspect of adaptive antenna 

array system which exploits spatial separation between desired user and interferer in 

Rayleigh fading channel. The MUSIC algorithm computes the angle of arrivals (AOA) 

of all the incoming signals at the array. Once the angle information is known means the 

mobile location is known then it is fed into the beamforming network to compute the 

complex weight vectors by CMA algorithm, required for beam steering and beam 

formation for optimization in that location. CMA algorithm has its own advantages as 

this algorithm does not require a training sequence to update its complex weight vector, 

thus saving a bandwidth during its training succession but some potential problems exist 

with this algorithm regarding its convergence. 

 

5.2  Blind Adaptive Mechanism 

 
In this mechanism, AOA of desired user is determined by MUSIC algorithm as discussed 

in chapter 3. CMA algorithm is used to make a beam towards a desired user as 

determined by MUSIC algorithm. The detail of CMA algorithm is given as appended 

below: 
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5.2.1  Constant Modulus Algorithm for Beamforming 
 
In many cases, the use of training signal is not feasible therefore blind beamforming 

concept is explored as shown in Fig. 5.1. In this regard, Constant Modulus Algorithm 

(CMA) is employed for beamforming and MUSIC algorithm for source position. Many 

communication signals have the constant modulus (CM) property such as FM, PM, 

FSK, PSK, QAM. If these communication signals are corrupted by noise and 

interference, then the CM property is lost [2], [8], [44], [56]. To restore this property we 

can use CMA algorithm without knowing the source signal waveforms.  

 
From the previous discussion, the output of smart antenna array is given by  
 

 H

k k k
y = W X     (5.1)  

 

where 
k

X  is the received data vector. 

 
The cost function [2] is given by 
 

 ( ) [( ( ) ) ]
p q

p
J k E y k R= −   (5.2)  

 
where p is the positive integer and q is the positive integer equal to 1. 
 

Godard showed that the gradient of the cost function is zero when 
p

R  is defined by 

 

 

2
[ ( ) ]

[ ( ) ]

p

p p

E s k
R

E s k
=    (5.3)  

 

where ( )s k is the zero-memory estimate of ( )y k . 

 
The resulting error signal is given by 
 

 
2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
p p

p
e k y k y k R y k

−
= −  (5.4)  

 
This error signal can replace the traditional error signal in the LMS algorithm to yield 

weight vector 

 

 ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )k k e k kµ+ = + *W W X  (5.5)  
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The 1p =  case reduces the cost function to the form 

 

 
1 2

1( ) [( ( ) ) ]J k E y k R= −   (5.6)  

 
where  
 

 

2

1

[ ( ) ]

[ ( ) ]

E s k
R

E s k
=    (5.7)  

 

If we scale the output estimate ( )s k to unity, we can write the error signal in (5.4) as 

 

 
( )

( ) ( )
( )

y k
e k y k

y k

 
= −  
 

   (5.8)  

 

Thus the weight vector, in the 1p =  case, becomes  

 

1
( 1) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )

( )
k k y k k

y k
µ
 

+ = + −  
 

*
W W X  (5.9)  

 

where µ  is the step size. 

 
The signal array vector having different amplitudes and phases is written by 
 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k N
x x x=X    (5.10)  

 
This signal array vector is the combination of desired and other interfering signals 

which depends on the associated steering vectors as described in chapter 3 and 4.  

 
For blind algorithm, the error signal is obtained from (5.8)  and due to these blind 

phenomena, there is no training sequence of known symbols required to train the 

adaptive weights, therefore, in this case 0
k

d =  and beamformer output is used as 

feedback to train the beamformer for optimum convergence. 

 

The step size µ  is defined by 

 

 

max

1
0 µ

λ
< <     (5.11)  
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Figure 5.1: Blind Adaptive Mechanism for Beamforming 
 

where maxλ   is the largest eigenvalue (roots) of the correlation matrix R . 

 
When the CMA algorithm converges, then it converges to the optimal solution. But 

some potential problems exist with this algorithm regarding its convergence. First 

problem is that its convergence is not guaranteed because the cost function/MSE is not 

convex and may have false minima [88]. Second potential problem is that if there is 

more than one strong signal, the algorithm may acquire an undesired signal. This 

problem can be overcome if additional information about the desired signal is available. 

This additional information may be DOA [6] as one of the option to make it operative in 

beam space and can improve its efficiency in beamforming as appended below.  

 

5.3  Simulations Results and Analysis for Blind Adaptive Mechanism 

 

In the simulation design of CMA algorithm, we use same data computed by MUSIC 

algorithm in chapter 3 for comparison in order to analyze the effect of parameters related 

to the signal environment and the antenna array. 
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5.3.1  Simulations results of CMA Algorithm 

 

5.3.1.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Array Gain 

 

The performance of CMA algorithm in uniform linear array formed by different number 

of elements is analyzed with element spacing / 2λ . The array gain for different number 

of elements with one hundred samples is shown in Fig. 5.2. It is observed that the 

narrow beam is obtained with large number of elements along with extended array 

directivity. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Effect of varying number of array elements on Gain and Beam width 

Performance 

 

The AOA for desired user is computed by MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1359 degrees. 

The step size in this case is kept as 0.0001µ = . The best array directivity is achieved 

for 14N =  and 10N =  with narrow beamwidth as compared to 8N = . The beam width 
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is measured between the first two nulls of the array response function and tabulated in 

Table 5.1.  

 

5.3.1.2  Effect of Number of Elements on MSE 

 

One hundred samples is taken for varying number of array elements to analyze 

minimum MSE and compare on the basis of convergence in this experiment. The 

performance curve defines the performance of the given system to get mean square 

error at each iteration as shown in Fig. 5.3 which indicates minimum MSE for 8N =  as 

compared to other 10N =  and 14N =  for CMA algorithm. CMA algorithm starts 

convergence from the initial iteration but with random paths.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Mean Square Error plot for varying number of array elements 
 
The process of minimizing the power of the error signal is leading towards 

convergence. It is to be noted that convergence paths follows by LMS algorithm is 

steady as shown in Fig. 3.8 of chapter 3 whereas CMA algorithm does not chase the 

steady path. It confirms as stated above that there is some potential problems exist with 
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this algorithm regarding its convergence as its convergence is not guaranteed because 

the cost function/MSE is not convex and may have false minima [88]. 

 

5.3.1.3  Effect of Element Spacing on Array Gain 

 

The element spacing affects the array directivity and beam width.  Larger element 

spacing results in a higher directivity. Therefore, the effect of array spacing for / 2λ , 

/ 4λ  and / 8λ  is shown in Fig. 5.4 for 10N = . The AOA for desired user is computed 

by MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1359 degrees. The step size in this case is fixed as 

0.0001µ = . The effect on beamforming can be depicted in Fig. 5.4 and the results are 

summarized in Table 5.1. In this case, the beam width is increased but at the same time, 

reduction in number of side lobes is also observed for / 8λ . The narrow beam width is 

achieved for / 2λ . The spacing between the elements is critical due to sidelobes 

problem; therefore it may restrict to / 2d λ=  to prevent spatial aliasing. 

 

5.3.1.4  Effect of Element Spacing on MSE 

 

The CMA algorithm combines the signals received by different elements of smart 

antenna array and produces a single output in order to minimize the MSE between the 

desired output and the actual array output. This process of minimizing the power of the 

error signal is known as convergence. The performance curve indicates as shown in Fig. 

5.5 that CMA algorithm has same potential problem observed as highlighted in above 

paragraph.  

 

5.3.1.5  Effect of Step Size on Array Gain 

 

In this section, we study the effect of step size on array directivity as shown in Fig. 5.6. 

It is observed that the array directivity increases when step size within bounded range 

with suitable guess/head and trail method is chosen. The AOA for desired user is 

computed by MUSIC algorithm which is 1.1358 degrees. An effect on beamforming is 

observed and the data is noted in Table 5.1 for 14N = . It is confirmed from the 

simulation results that step size has greater effects on converges and stability of the 

algorithm. 
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Figure 5.4: Effect of varying element spacing on Gain and Beam width 
 

 
 

Figure 5.5: Mean Square Error plot for varying element spacing 
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Table 5.1  Input and Output estimate for the CMA algorithm 
 

Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width for Three Users 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

DOA 
(degree) 

No. of 
Elements 

Element 
Spacing 

Step Size Beam width 
(degree) 

Gain (dB) 

1.1359° 8 0.5 λ  0.0001 29 19 

1.1359° 10 0.5 λ  0.0001 23 21 

1.1359° 14 0.5 λ  0.0001 16 25 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width for Three Users 

1.1359° 10 0.5 λ  0.0001 23 21 

1.1359° 10 0.25 λ  0.0001 46 21 

1.1359° 10 0.125 λ  0.0001 106 21 

Effect of Step Size on Beam width for Three Users 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  0.0001 16 25 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  0.00001 16 23 

1.1358° 14 0.5 λ  0.000001 16 23 

 

 
 

Figure 5.6: Effect of varying step size on Gain and Beam width Performance 
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5.4  Results and Discussions 

 

In this chapter, the strategy of blind adaptive mechanism is analyzed for beamforming 

using CMA algorithm in conjunction with MUSIC algorithm for DOA estimation. A 

system model is presented and analyzed, supported by mathematical and analytical 

model, which is further being utilized to develop simulation results for analysis. The 

blind adaptive mechanism is compared on the basis of MUSIC DOA estimation, beam 

pattern, stability, MSE performance and computation time of optimum weights vector. 

The findings of simulation and mathematical analysis are: 

 
(1) The blind adaptive mechanism has the capability to estimate DOA and feed into 

beamforming network to adjust the weights of the beamformer, so that the radiated 

power is maximized towards desired user while suppressing interference. It is 

observed that gain increases when number of sensors in array system increases as 

shown in Fig. 5.2. Thus wireless network equipped with smart antenna increases 

the capacity and quality of the communication system between users and base 

station. 

 
(2) The blind adaptive mechanism is based on space division multiple access (SDMA) 

technique due to which all users in the network are able to exchange information at 

the same time using the same channel. 

 

(3) The Communication System equipped with omni-directional antennas keeps the 

adjacent channels on standby during their transmission while System with smart 

antennas using blind adaptive mechanism focus only on the desired users and allow 

the adjacent channels/users to communicate with each other without any 

interference. 

 
(4) The blind adaptive mechanism is using spatial filtering feature, due to this 

frequency reuse is efficient and effective in the communication system employing 

smart antenna. 
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(5) The computation were done in MATLAB version 7.8.0.347 (R2009a) on Intel(R) 

Core(TM)i3 processor running at 3.00 GB and the estimated time is 0.0619 S for 

beamforming by CMA algorithm. Therefore it is observed that blind adaptive 

mechanism represents a significantly greater computation load than non-blind 

adaptive mechanism. 

 
(6) The blind adaptive mechanism does not require a pilot signal for synchronization 

and convergence at the receiver therefore the convergence of this mechanism is not 

guaranteed as compared to non-blind adaptive mechanism.  

 

From above analysis of blind array technique using CMA in ULA with different 

number of elements ( )N , element spacing ( )d and step sizes ( )µ  in order to improve 

array gain and MSE performance in wireless communication. On the basis of this, we 

have selected two values for number of elements 10N =  and 14N =  with 0.5d λ=  

and 0.0001µ =  for performance comparison of blind array technique in terms of array 

gain, MSE and BER with other techniques covered in forthcoming chapters as these 

values provides optimum results in our scenario. 

 

5.5  Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have analyzed an approach based on a blind adaptive mechanism for 

beamforming and direction finding for a smart adaptive antenna system in order to save 

transmitted power and to find the optimum array weights so that system overhead is to 

be avoided for enhancing signal quality and system capacity. This mechanism is tested 

for performance evaluations in multipath Rayleigh fading channel in forthcoming 

chapter.  
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Chapter 6 
 
 

Blind Adaptive Beamforming Algorithms and Performance 

Comparison with CMA 

 
 

6.1  Introduction 
 

The objective of this chapter is to design and analyze the performance of blind adaptive 

beamforming algorithms with the aim to get optimum weights in order to minimize the 

MSE and enhance the array gain. In many cases, the use of training signal is not feasible 

therefore blind beamforming concept is explored. In this regard, Kaiser-Constant 

Modulus Algorithm (KCMA), Hanning CMA (HCMA), and Hamming CMA 

(HAMCMA) using window techniques employed for beamforming are proposed here. 

These blind adaptive beamforming algorithms do not require pilot signal for 

synchronization and convergence at the receiver thus saving power and enhances 

service quality and capacity. The comparison of KCMA and HAMCMA is made with 

CMA in terms of array gain, MSE and BER performance, operated in GSM/EDGE 

channel model typically in urban area (TUx), 6 taps, Case 1 using digital modulation 

technique. The users are mobiles transmitting simultaneously in the same frequency 

channel. We assumed here that the multipath propagation delays (each specified in 

seconds) are smaller than the symbol time interval (baud/sample period). These blind 

algorithms are implemented on digital signal processor which is one of the basic parts 

of adaptive antenna to make it smart. These blind algorithms change weights of the 

smart antenna system adaptively to optimize SNIR of the desired signal in look 

direction. The simulation results revealed that KCMA algorithm provide remarkable 

improvements in terms of gain, interference suppression and BER than that of CMA 

and HAMCMA. Therefore, KCMA, a newly developed adaptive algorithm gives a more 

cost effective solution to communication system for enhancing system capacity and 

range as compared to CMA. 
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6.2  System Model 

 

In signal processing, the window function is a mathematical function which is operated 

within a bounded interval. Kaiser, Hann and Hamming windows are considered 

high/moderate resolution windows. They are usually used in narrowband application 

[58-60], [89-90] where the input vector ( )
k

kX  consists of desired signal ( )s k  plus 

noise vectors ( )n k  as shown in Fig. 6.1 and is defined by 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )k k s k n k= +X    (6.1)  

 

where k  denotes the time instant of the input vector. At each time instant, we obtained 

array output vector in case of CMA, defined by 

 

   ( )T

k k
y k= W X     (6.2)  

 
where T  represents the transpose of the array weight vector which can be expressed as 
 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k N
w w w=W   (6.3)  

 

 
 

Figure 6.1: Multiple-input Adaptive Linear Combiner using Window Techniques 
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The array output is then passed to the signal processor which uses the previous value of 

the output and current values of the inputs to determine the weights adjustment. The 

weights are then adjusted and multiplied with the new input vector to obtain the next 

output. The output feedback loop allows the weights to be adjusted adaptively, thus 

accommodating nonstationary environments. Equation (6.2) is used to find a weight 

vector that will allow the array output approximately equal to the true target signal. 

 

6.3  Description of Blind Algorithms  
 

The detail description of each algorithm along with the explanation of their cost 

function is provided as appended below: 

 

6.3.1  Kaiser Constant Modulus Algorithm 

 

The proposed algorithm is the unification of CMA [43-44], [56] and Kaiser Window 

[57-60] [90-91] that provides computationally efficient implementation for 

beamforming or spatial filtering. Therefore, this proposed algorithm is named as Kaiser 

Constant Modulus algorithm (KCMA). The KCMA is based on Kaiser Window. The 

Kaiser Window itself is based on Bessel function [92-93]. KCMA is used for 

beamforming and reduces the leakage or smearing effect of signal. Let us consider a 

linear beamformer using a window technique method in order to avoid wastage of 

power and to make a desired frequency response in terms of beamforming as shown in 

Fig. 6.1. The beamformer consists of multiple inputs at its array’s elements then its 

output will be  

 

 ( kk k
y =

^
T

X W )    (6.4)  

 

where ( , )k k
kaiser N β=

^

W W  is the initial estimate weight vector using Kaiser 

window. The co-efficient of a Kaiser Window function is given by 
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0

0

( 1 )

1
, 0,1,...... 1

( )

0

k

n N n
I

N
n N

I

otherwise

β

β

  − −
   −  = = −

 →

W     (6.5)  

 

β  is the Kaiser window parameter that affects the sidelobes attenuation and is given by 

 

0.4

0.1102( 8.7), 50

0.5842( 21) 0.07886( 21) ,50 21

0, 21

α α

β α α α

α

− > 
 = − + − ≥ ≥ 
 < 

             (6.6)  

 

 

where α  defines the sidelobes attenuation in dB  and N  is the number of elements in 

an array. 0I  is zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Kaiser window is 

also known as Kaiser-Bessel Window. 

 
The signal array vector having different amplitudes and phases is written by 
 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k N
x x x=X     (6.7)  

 
The signal array vector contains desired and other interfering signals as described in 

chapter 3 and 4 along with their steering vectors. To make this signal array vector 

symmetrical in order to get a desired frequency response, we use window technique 

method which may provide the best mean square approximation to a desired frequency 

response for a given value of N .  

 
For blind algorithm, the error signal is given by  
 

 k
k k

k

y
e y

y
= −     (6.8)  
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Due to the blind nature, there is no training sequence of known symbols required to 

train the adaptive weights, therefore, in this case 0
k

d =  and beamformer output is used 

as feedback to train the beamformer for optimum convergence as per standard CMA 

algorithm. 

Therefore, putting value of 
k

y  in (6.8) , we have 

 

( , )
( , )

( , )

T

T k k

k k k T

k k

kaiser N
e kaiser N

kaiser N

β
β

β
= −

X W
X W

X W
    (6.9)  

 

To find weight vector for proposed KCMA, differentiating (6.9)  w.r.t. weight W , we 

get 
 

( , )
[ ( , ) ]

( , )

T

Tk k k

k k T

k k

e kaiser N
kaiser N

kaiser N

β
β

β

∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂

X W
X W

W W X W
   (6.10)  

 

( , )
( )

( , )( , )
( , )

T

k k

TT
k kTk k k

k k

kaiser N

kaiser Ne kaiser N
kaiser N

β

ββ
β

 
∂ 

∂ ∂ ∂ 
= + − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 
  

X W

X WW X
X W

W W W W
 

     (6.11)  

 

( , )
( )

( , )
( , ) *1 0

T

k k

T

k kk

k

kaiser N

kaiser Ne
kaiser N

β

β
β

 
∂ 

∂  
= + − ∂ ∂
 
  

X W

X W
X

W W
   (6.12)  

 

Apply differentiation of a quotient of two functions for term II, and then we have 
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2

( , ) ( ( , ))
( , ) ( , )

( , )

T T
k kT T k k

k k k k
k

T

k k

kaiser N kaiser N
kaiser N kaiser N

e

kaiser N

β β
β β

β

  ∂ ∂
  −

∂  ∂ ∂ =   ∂   
    

X W X W
X W X W

W W

W X W

     (6.13)  

 

2

( , ) * ( , ) *1 ( , ) * ( , ) *1

( , )

T T

k k k k k kk

T

k k

kaiser N kaiser N kaiser N kaiser Ne

kaiser N

β β β β

β

  −∂   =   ∂     

X W X X W X

W X W

          (6.14)  

Since ( , ) ( , )T T

k k k k
kaiser N kaiser Nβ β=X W X W  therefore, we have 

 

2

( , ) * ( , )*1 ( , ) * ( , )*1
0

( , )

T T

k k k k k k k

T

k k

e kaiser N kaiser N kaiser N kaiser N

kaiser N

β β β β

β

  
∂ −  = =  ∂     

X W X X W X

W X W

          (6.15)  

Now (6.12)  becomes 

 

 [ ]( , ) *1 0 0k

k

e
kaiser N β

∂
= + −

∂
X

W
    (6.16)  

 

 [ ]( , ) ( , )k

k k

e
kaiser N kaiser Nβ β

∂
= =

∂
X X

W
    (6.17)  

 

Putting this value in the gradient estimate of the form giving by 
 

 

0

^

2 2 ( ( , ))

k

k k k k

k

L

e

e e kaiser N

e

β

∂ 
 ∂
 
 ⋅

∇ = = 
⋅ 
 ∂
 
∂ 

W

X

W

    (6.18)  
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Using steepest decent method [1, (2.35) and (4.36)], [43] which is being used for 

developing and analyzing a variety of adaptive algorithms, we have  

 

 
^

1 kk k
µ+ = − ∇W W     (6.19)  

 

Putting value of gradient estimate (6.18)  into (6.19) , we get 

 

 1 [2 ( , ) ]
k k k k

e kaiser Nµ β+ = −W W X     (6.20)  

 

 1 2 ( , )
k k k k

e kaiser Nµ β+ = −W W X     (6.21)  

 

where µ  is the step size and defined by 

 

 

max

1
0 µ

λ
< <     (6.22)  

 

where maxλ  is the largest eigenvalue. 

 

(6.21)  is the required weight vector for KCMA using Kaiser Window and provides 

computationally efficient implementation for beamforming. This can be compared with 

CMA algorithm defined by 

 

 1 2k k k

y
y

y
µ+

 
= − −  

 
W W X     (6.23)  

 

where the cost function is defined by 

 k

y
e y

y
= −     (6.24)  
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If we compare (6.8)  with (6.24) , it is apparent that these equations are similar in form. 

Therefore, this proposed algorithm is named as KCMA. 

Further, if we compare (6.21)  with (6.23) , it is obvious that these equations are also 

similar in form. Therefore (6.21)  gets validation for KCMA with additional parameter 

of Kaiser Window from (6.23) . It seems our assumption is justified. 

 
The weight matrix update approaches its true value, when the number of samples grows 

i.e. k → ∞  and thus the estimated weights approaches the optimal weights 

( ( 1) )k + →W W  or 
MSE

W . 

 

6.3.2 Hanning Constant Modulus Algorithm 

 

The proposed algorithm is designed in order to optimize the performance of spatial 

filtering using Hanning window technique. The Hanning and Hamming windows 

belong to a “raised cosine” windows. The Hanning Constant Modulus Algorithm 

(HCMA) is based on Hanning function. The goal of HCMA is to extract desired 

information ( )
d

s  from signal array vector ( )
k

X  and to place null towards interferers 

( )
i

s of the same frequency. This is achieved by adjusting weights of each antennas used 

in the array adaptively. The weight vector for HCMA to compute optimum weight can 

be derived on the same pattern as for KCMA and is defined by 

 

 1 2 ( )
k k k k

e hann Nµ+ = −W W X     (6.25)  

 

where the co-efficient of a Hanning window are determined from the equation, given by 
 

 
2

0.5 1 cos
k

n

N

π  
= −   

  
W   0 n N≤ ≤    (6.26)  

 

The array output signal obtained with the sample weights is given by  
 

 ( kk k
y =

^
T

X W )     (6.27)  
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where ( )k k
hann N=

^

W W  is the initial estimate weight vector using Hanning window. 

 

k
X  is the input samples arrived on the array system and is given by 

 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k N
x x x=X        (6.28)  

 

ke  is the cost function which can be calculated using (6.8)  and µ  is the step size, used 

for stability of adaptation. The weight vector computed by (6.25)  will allow the 

output y  to approximately equal the true target signal then this weight vector is known 

as optimum weights ( ( 1) )k + →W W  or 
MSE

W . 

 

6.3.3 Hamming Constant Modulus Algorithm 

 

This proposed algorithm is also designed in order to enhance the performance of spatial 

filtering using Hamming window technique. Hamming window is type of modified 

Hanning window [57]. The Hamming Constant Modulus Algorithm (HAMCMA) is 

based on Hamming function. Again using (6.1) , (6.2)  and (6.8)  for derivation of 

weight vector for HAMCMA on the same pattern as for KCMA and is given by 

 

 1 2 ( )
k k k k

e hamming Nµ+ = −W W X      (6.29)  

 

where the co-efficients of a Hamming window can be defined by 
 

 
2

0.54 0.46cosk

n

N

π 
= −  

 
W  0 n N≤ ≤     (6.30)  

 

µ  is the step size, used for stability of adaptation as defined in (6.22)  and 
k

e  is the cost 

function which is also known as MSE can be found using (6.8) . The array output signal 

obtained with the sample weights is given by  

 

 ( kk k
y =

^
T

X W )        (6.31)  

 

where ( )k k
hamming N=

^

W W  is the initial estimate weight vector using Hamming 

window. 
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where 
k

X  is the input samples arrived on the array system and W  is the weight vector, 

as described in (6.1)  and (6.3) respectively. The weight matrix update approaches its 

true value when the number of samples grows i.e. k → ∞  and thus the estimated 

weights approaches the optimal weights ( ( 1) )k + →W W  or 
MSE

W . 

 

6.4  Computer Simulations 

 
The phase modulated signal is applied for simulation purpose, to illustrate the effect of 

element spacing, number of elements and beam steering on uniform linear array using 

window technique methods taking various scenarios. The phase modulated signal is 

given by 

 

 sin( )( ) j tS t e ω φ+=        (6.32)  

 

where φ  is the phase angle of the applied signal. 

 

6.4.1  Simulations and Analysis for Kaiser CMA Algorithm 

 

6.4.1.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Array Gain 

 

Kaiser CMA algorithm is analyzed in uniform linear array with forty samples for 

different number of elements as shown in Fig. 6.2. The spacing between array elements 

is supposed to be / 2λ . The AOA for desired user is placed at 0 degree and two 

interferers are set at 50 and -30 degrees. The normalized array gain for number of 

elements is noted. Again it is observed that when number of elements increases then 

array directivity increases along with number of side lobes and its level. A comparison 

of the various results derived from Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 is presented in Table 6.1. It is 

confirmed from Table 6.1 that Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) and beam width of 

desired user decreases with increase in number of elements. 

 

6.4.1.2  Effect of Element Spacing on Array Gain 

 
The effect of element spacing on the array gain and beam width is analyzed for desired 

user which is placed at 0 degree. This experiment verifies that larger element spacing 

results in a higher directivity as shown in Fig. 6.3.  
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Figure 6.2: Normalized array gain for KCMA algorithm with 0 degree AOA for desired 

user and -30 and 50 degrees for two interferers  

 
Table 6.1 Input and Output estimate for the Proposed KCMA algorithm 

 

Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

AOA 
(degree)  

No. of 
Elements (N) 

Element 
Spacing (λ) 

Step Size 
( µ ) 

Gain  

(dB)) 

Beam width 

(degree) 

0° 8 0.5 0.0001 1 27 

0° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 27 

0° 14 0.5 0.0001 1 18 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

0° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 27 

0° 10 0.25 0.0001 1 45 

0° 10 0.125 0.0001 1 108 
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Therefore the effect of array spacing for / 2λ , / 4λ  and / 8λ  is depicted in Fig. 6.3 for 

10N =  with two interferers at 50 and – 30 degrees. The results are summarized in 

Table 6.1 when number of elements is kept constant. It is shown that the algorithm 

converges faster and stable for spacing equal to / 2λ . 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Normalized array gain for KCMA algorithm for 10N =  with two interferers 

at 50 and – 30 degrees 

 

6.4.2  Simulations and Analysis for Hanning CMA Algorithm 

 

6.4.2.1 Effect of Number of Elements on Array Gain 

 

Hanning CMA algorithm is analyzed in uniform linear array with forty samples for 

different number of elements. Normalized array gain is shown in Fig. 6.4 for different 

number of elements. In this case, AOA for desired user is set at 10 degrees and two 

interferers are found at an angle 50 and -50 degrees with element spacing / 2λ . The 

best array directivity is achieved for 14N = . 
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Figure 6.4: Normalized array gain for HCMA algorithm with 10 degrees AOA for 

desired user and 50 and -50 degrees for two interferers  

 

6.4.2.2  Effect of Element Spacing on Array Gain 

 

The effect of array spacing for / 2λ , / 4λ  and / 8λ  is shown in Fig. 6.5 for 10N = . 

AOA is -20 degrees for desired user whereas two interferers are placed at 50 and – 50 

degrees. Deep null is obtained at 50 degrees and at -50 degrees. The results obtained 

from Fig. 6.5 are provided in Table 6.3 to demonstrate the effect of array spacing as 

shown. It is confirmed that HPBW and beam width of desired user decreases with 

increase of the element spacing towards λ  that results an increase in directivity. 

 

A comparison of the various results drawn from Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 is given in Table 6.2. It 

is observed that with the number of elements, array directivity increases. 
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Figure 6.5: Normalized array gain for HCMA algorithm for 10N =  with two interferers 

at - 50 and 50 degrees 

 
Table 6.2 Input and Output estimate for the Proposed HCMA algorithm 

 
Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

AOA 
(degree)  

No. of 
Elements (N) 

Element 
Spacing (λ) 

Step Size 
(µ) 

Gain  

(dB) 

Beam width  

(degree) 

10° 8 0.5 0.0001 1 26 

10° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 22 

10° 14 0.5 0.0001 1 18 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

-20° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 18 

-20° 10 0.25 0.0001 1 48 

-20° 10 0.125 0.0001 1 104 
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6.4.3  Simulations and Analysis for Hamming CMA Algorithm 

 

6.4.3.1  Effect of Number of Elements on Array Gain 

 

The spacing between array elements is taken as / 2λ  with forty samples for different 

number of elements. AOA for desired user is set at 20 degrees and two interferers are 

taken at an angle 50 and -30 degrees as shown in Fig. 6.6 which provides deep null at 

50 and - 30 degrees. Various results obtained from Fig. 6.6 are tabulated in Table 6.3.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.6: Normalized array gain for HAMCMA algorithm with 20 degrees AOA for 

desired user and 50 and -30 degrees for two interferers  

 

6.4.3.2  Effect of Element Spacing on Array Gain 
 

The effect of array spacing for / 2λ , / 4λ  and / 8λ  is depicted in Fig. 6.7 for 10N =  

with two interferers at 50 and – 30 degrees. AOA for desired user is set at -10 degrees. 

The results obtained from Fig. 6.7 are provided in Table 6.3 for comparison.  
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Figure 6.7: Normalized array gain for HAMCMA algorithm for 10N =  with two 

interferers at 50 and – 30 degrees 

 
Table 6.3 Input and Output estimate for the Proposed HAMCMA algorithm 

 
Effect of Number of Elements on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

AOA 
(degree)  

No. of 
Elements (N) 

Element 
Spacing (λ) 

Step Size 
( µ ) 

Gain  

(dB) 

Beam width 

(degree) 

20° 8 0.5 0.0001 1 40 

20° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 22 

20° 14 0.5 0.0001 1 14 

Effect of Element Spacing on Beam width 

Input Parameter Output Parameter 

-10° 10 0.5 0.0001 1 22 

-10° 10 0.25 0.0001 1 44 

-10° 10 0.125 0.0001 1 103 
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The spacing between the elements is critical due to side lobes problems that cause 

grating lobes which are the repetitions of the main beam within the range of real angles. 

It is confirmed that / 2d λ=  gives narrow beam and its increasing towards λ  or 

beyond λ  becomes impractical and results in multiple unwanted grating lobes.  

 

6.5  Comparison of Mean Square Error for Proposed Algorithms 

 

It is important to know how the error degrades the array performance. Therefore, 40 

numbers of samples of signal is taken for 14N =  to analyze minimum MSE at step size 

0.0001. The minimum MSE is achieved for KCMA as shown in Fig. 6.8 and same is 

compared with HCMA and HAMCMA. However, the error increases following random 

paths and the MSE curves do not chase the steady path. It may be suffered from the 

same problems as stated in chapter 5 that CMA which is a blind algorithm, has some 

potential problems regarding its convergence.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.8: Mean Square Error for KCMA, HCMA and HAMCMA algorithms  
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6.6  Performance Analysis of Proposed Blind Algorithms with CMA 
 

In wireless cellular communication model as shown in Fig. 6.9, blind adaptive 

beamforming algorithms are implemented in a scenario of GSM/EDGE channel model 

typically in urban area. For typical urban (TUx) area, 6 taps, case 1, model, we use the 

standardized channel (STDCHAN function), which provides pre-configured channel 

models for various standards. We set the vehicle speed to 50 km/h in this case. A 

random digital signal is modulated using 16 point QAM technique [94-97]. When this 

modulated signal/baseband samples are passed through Rayleigh fading channel, it is 

polluted by additive white Gaussian noise and becomes faded. As a result, different 

echoes of the modulated signal are produced and arrived at the array of antenna system 

that causes fluctuations in the received signal's amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival 

(AOA). This phenomenon is called multipath fading. Then this received signal is 

processed through blind beamforming algorithms (i.e. CMA, KCMA and HAMCMA) 

[55] one by one. The received signals are digitized signals, multiplied (filtered by) with 

the array weights and summed to generate the array output. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.9: Usage of blind adaptive algorithm in Rayleigh fading Channel Model with 

desired and interfering signals 
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The magnitude and phase of the array weighting determines the array ‘beampattern’. 

The blind beamforming algorithms can further improve smart adaptive antenna system 

in terms of higher throughput and gain by minimizing MSE. These blind algorithms are 

implemented on digital signal processor embedded with antenna array in order to 

compute weights adaptively so that it minimizes the MSE which is also known as cost 

function for optimum weights ( ( 1) )k + →W W  or 
MSE

W  in order to get optimum beam 

towards desired direction. At the same time minimum energy is generated towards 

interferers, thus creating null towards them. The output of beamformer is demodulated 

and the BER is computed. The output of demodulator still has some noise parameters. 

Therefore it is passed through an affine projection (AP) adaptive filter [98] that extracts 

desired signal i.e. streams of bits are filtered in order to remove noise parameters 

leaving only the original signal. This original data/signal is a cleaned data/signal which 

is the true copy of data/original signal transmitted. 

 
It is worth noting that adaptive beamforming is basically array signal processing [96] 

[99-105] which provides improvement in terms of array gain, interference reduction, 

spatial filtering that have the cumulative effects to improve SNR  or 0/
b

E N . This leads 

to achieve higher system capacity and spectrum efficiency for CDMA, next generation 

broadband wireless system and provides better quality of service in terms of BER. 

 

6.7  Simulations Results and Comparative Analysis 

 
The QAM signal is applied for simulation purpose in order to demonstrate the role of 

smart antenna and to highlight the performance of radio links in terms of BER, array 

gain, MSE and null depth performance in the digital communication system under 

study. The performance analysis of blind algorithms is made for same number of 

elements, spacing between element and beam steering. The number of bits per symbol 

in QAM signal is given by 

 

 ( ) log2K Mb=    (6.36)  

 

where Mb  is the size of signal constellation.  
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6.7.1  16-QAM Modulated Signal 
 
QAM signal uses sine and cosine carriers to place information into four quadrants of an 

x-y plane as shown in Fig. 6.10. The M-ary describes the number of points in the signal 

constellation which also equals the number of possible output symbols. 16-QAM means 

that 16 bits are arranged in a rectangular grid which is a power of two. In digital 

communications, the data is binary i.e. 0 and 1. In QAM modulation scheme, phase and 

amplitude are modulated to represent data where both I and Q are at the same carrier 

frequency. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.10: 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulated signal 
 

6.7.2  Array Gain Enhancement via Smart Antenna  
 

Smart adaptive antenna array system is employed to receive the signal for which 

uniform linear array is taken with ten number of elements ( 10)N = . The distance (d) 

between two elements is supposed to be / 2λ  and 100 samples are taken for simulation 

purpose. The AOA for desired user is placed at 0 degree. The linear and polar array gain 

plot for 10N =  with one desired user and N  interferers arriving from angles other than 

desired angle are shown in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12 for KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA.  
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Figure 6.11: Array Gain for blind beamforming algorithms under study 
 

 
 

Figure 6.12:  Array Gain for blind beamforming algorithm algorithms with 0 degree 

AOA for desired user in polar co-ordinates 
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The desired signal and interferers are received by an array of 10 elements with 10 

weights. KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA have their main beam towards the desired 

direction. The ratio of main lobe to the first side lobe for KCMA is found optimum as 

compared to CMA and HAMCMA as shown in Fig. 10.3. The level of 1st sidelobe of 

KCMA is less than as compared to CMA and HAMCMA respectively. Because of the 

reduction in SLL it is also clear that using the proposed method the interference is very 

low. The gain of KCMA is 28.55 dB than that of HAMCMA (17.15 dB) and CMA 

(13.19 dB), therefore KCMA is giving 11.40 dB and 15.36 dB improvements over that 

of HAMCMA and CMA respectively. It is observed that gain of the KCMA is optimum 

as compared to latter; therefore dynamic range is optimized in case of KCMA. 

 

6.7.3  Mean Square Error and Weight Convergence Performance 

 

The communication system is considered better which gives small MSE and optimum 

gain. Figure 6.13 describes the performance of the given system where the optimum 

weights are obtained at minimum MSE ( ( 1) )w k w+ →  or
MSE

w . 

 

 
 

Figure 6.13: Mean Square Error performance for blind beamforming algorithms for 

10N =  with constant space of / 2λ  
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The minimum MSE for KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA algorithms are shown in Fig. 

6.13. It indicates that KCMA has minimum MSE from 1st iteration (1st signal samples) 

till to the last iteration whereas HAMCMA and CMA has maximum MSE at 1st iteration 

and abruptly shoots up and deviates from the minimum MSE criterion. All algorithms 

under study converged at 5th iteration (signal samples). The computation time for 

convergence for KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA is 1.1187, 0.1517 and 0.1156 S 

respectively when number of iteration is 10 for simulation purpose. Therefore 

HAMCMA is faster than that of KCMA and CMA. However, this tradeoff can be 

compromised for achieving stable minimum MSE and higher gain in case of KCMA. 

 
Various results obtained from Fig. 6.11, 6.13 and 6.14 for blind beamforming 

algorithms under study are recorded in Table 6.4. 

 
Table 6.4 Performance Comparison of Blind Algorithms under study  

 
Algorithm’s Value Parameter 

KCMA HAMCMA CMA 

No. of Samples 100 100 100 

AOA (degree) 0 0 0 

Element Spacing (d) / 2λ  / 2λ  / 2λ  

No. of Elements 10 10 10 

Step Size µ  0.001 0.001 0.001 

SNR or Eb/No (dB) 11 11 11 

BERtheory at 11 dB SNR 0.0423 0.0423 0.0423 

Parameter System Throughput Estimate 

Beam width (degree) 41 44 22 

Array Gain (dB) 28.55 17.15 13.19 

Sidelobe Level (dB) 1.5 1.5 3.0 

BER at 11 dB SNR 6.373e-05 0.0006 0.0003 

Number of Errors 1 2 3 

Bit Error Rate 0.3333 0.50 0.75 

Computation time (S) 1.1187 0.1156 0.1517 
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6.7.4  Bit Error Rate of the Communication System Under Study  

 

Bit Error Rate (BER) is considered in order to assess the Communication System under 

study that transmits digital data from transmitter to receiver for achieving a specified 

BER at the receiver with respect to SNR, usually expressed in Eb/No. In Fig. 6.14, the 

comparison is made between the BER obtained using the semianalytic technique with 

theoretical BER for the digital communication system under study. The plots as shown 

in Fig. 6.14 describe that the computed values of BER are smaller than theoretical 

values of BER; means BER performance is greatly improved. From Fig. 6.14, we 

realize that KCMA is the best in performance followed by CMA and HAMCMA 

algorithms. The computed BER values for KCMA, HAMCMA and CMA algorithms at 

11 dB SNR are 6.373e-05, 0.0006 and 0.0003 respectively. The BER values of KCMA 

are 21.23% (6.373e-05 is 21.23% of 0.0003) as compared to CMA whereas the BER 

values of CMA are 50% (0.0003 is 50% of 0.0006) as compared to HAMCMA.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.14: Comparison between Measured and Theoretical BER 
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Then BER reduction capability of KCMA at 11 dB SNR is 78.77% as compared to 

CMA whereas reduction of the BER for CMA is 50% compared to HAMCMA. 

Therefore, KCMA and CMA algorithms are cost effective for wireless cellular 

communication system as compared to HAMCMA algorithm in this respect. The data 

obtained from Fig. 6.14 is provided in Table 6.5.  

 
Table 6.5 BER Performance Analysis of KCMA, HAMCMA and CMA 

 

Eb/No (dB) BERtheory BER KCMA BER CMA BER HAMCMA 

1 0.1975 0.0280 0.0326 0.0439 

2 0.1770 0.0212 0.0263 0.0373 

3 0.1570 0.0154 0.0207 0.0309 

4 0.1379 0.0107 0.0158 0.0248 

5 0.1198 0.0070 0.0116 0.0191 

6 0.1031 0.0043 0.0081 0.0138  

7 0.0878 0.0024 0.0054 0.0093  

8 0.0741 0.0012 0.0033 0.0058  

9 0.0619 0.0005 0.0018 0.0032  

10 0.0514 0.0002 0.0009 0.0015 

11 0.0423 6.373e-05 0.0003 0.0006 

 

6.8  Discussions and Comments 

 

In this chapter, blind adaptive beamforming algorithms are proposed and comparison is 

made with CMA. The findings of analysis are: 

 

(1) The proposed blind algorithms which employ for beamforming is capable of 

directing their radiation energy towards the direction of the desired user while 

suppressing interference. This increases the capacity and quality of network 

equipped with smart antenna using proposed blind algorithms.  

 
(2) Narrow beamwidth of smart antenna is achieved by increasing array size and vice 

versa. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 for KCMA, HCMA and 

HAMCMA respectively. 
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(3) Broad beamwidth of smart antenna is achieved by decreasing the element spacing 

as shown in Fig. 6.3, 6.5 and 6.7 for KCMA, HCMA and HAMCMA 

respectively. It is observed that the spacing between elements is a critical issue 

and causes sidelobes and grating lobes problems. To avoid these problems, it is 

recommended to maintain spacing between elements equal to / 2λ . 

 
(4) The proposed blind algorithms exploit the spatial structure environment such as 

non-Gaussian and constant modulus which is the suitable solution for random 

noise control. 

 
(5) The simulations are carried on Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU E7400 @ 2.80 GHz, 

1.98 GB of RAM hardware using MATLAB version 7.8.0.347 (R2009a) 

software. The simulation results verify that the computation time of KCMA 

algorithm (0.0973 S) is more as compared to HCMA (0.0700 S) and HAMCMA 

algorithms (0.0459 S). This is because of Bessel functions as Kaiser Window is 

based on this function which is considered computationally intensive but if more 

sophisticated signal processor is used for spatial processing then computation 

time can be reduced.  

 
(6) The simulation results also yield that KCMA algorithm is stable as compared to 

HCMA and HAMCMA algorithms. KCMA provides minimum MSE as shown in 

Fig. 6.8 which is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular 

communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. It is important to 

note that step size greatly influences the convergence and stability of the 

proposed algorithms. Therefore, it is advised that keep the step size within a 

specified range by hit and trial method from zero to one. In this case, the assumed 

step size for proposed algorithms is 0.001 . 

 
(7) The Proposed blind algorithms do not require pilot signal for synchronization and 

convergence at the receiver. Therefore, maximum bandwidth is utilizing to 

exchange information between transmitters and receivers thus enhancing 

capacity. 
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(8) The convergence property/capability of the proposed blind adaptive algorithms is 

approximately the same. However, KCMA algorithm seems more stable as 

shown in Fig. 6.8. 

 
(9) The KCMA algorithm enhances gain as compared to HAMCMA and CMA 

towards the desired user while suppressing interference in the proposed digital 

communication system as shown in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12. 

 
(10) The KCMA algorithm directs the beam towards the desired user in more 

efficient manner therefore it saves power because of this directional gain as 

shown in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12. 

 
(11) The KCMA algorithm gives optimum gain as compared to HAMCMA and 

CMA. Therefore dynamic range is optimized in case of KCMA as shown in Fig. 

6.12. 

 
(12) KCMA has minimum MSE as compared to CMA and HAMCMA as shown in 

Fig. 6.13. 

 

(13) KCMA is giving almost double gain improvement over that of CMA but with 

increase in main lobe width. 

 

(14) The ratio of the main lobe to the first side lobe for KCMA is found optimum as 

compared to CMA as shown in Fig. 6.11. This is because of Kaiser Window, a 

kind of adjustable window function which provides independent control of the 

main lobe width and ripple ratio as compared to fixed window functions (i.e. 

Hanning and Hamming windows). The reduction in SLL signifies that using the 

proposed method the interference is very low.  

 
(15) The computation rate for KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA when operated in a 

proposed communication system, is 1.1187, 0.1517 and 0.1156 S respectively 

when number of iteration is 10 for simulation purpose. Therefore HAMCMA is 

faster than that of KCMA and CMA. The computation rate for KCMA is much 
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more. This is because of Bessel functions as Kaiser Window is based on this 

function which is considered computationally intensive. The computation time 

can be reduced if we use more sophisticated signal processor for spatial 

processing.  

 
(16) The BER rate of the KCMA, HAMCMA and CMA algorithms at SNR=11 dB 

are 6.373e-05, 0.0006 and 0.0003 respectively. The BER reduction capability of 

KCMA at SNR=11 dB is 78.77% as compared to CMA whereas reduction of the 

BER for CMA is 50% compared to HAMCMA. Therefore, KCMA is more cost 

effective algorithm than CMA and HAMCMA. Thus Kaiser-Bessel windowed 

smart antenna improves the BER which in turn increases the active users in 

wireless cellular system significantly and hence smart antenna equipped with 

KCMA is an attractive solution to increase the capacity of existing 2G and 

beyond cellular wireless communication system. 

 

These observations are summarized in Table 6.6. 
 

Table 6.6 Summary of Blind Beamforming Algorithms under Study 
 

Algorithm’s Comparison Parameter 

KCMA HAMCMA CMA 

Interference rejection High Medium Low 

Gain enhancement (dB) High Medium Low 

Null depth performance (dB) High High High 

Computation time (S) More Less Less 

MSE reduction capability High Low Low 

Computational Complexity High Medium Low 

BER reduction capability High Low High 

Efficiency High Low Low 

Adaptive tracking performance High High High 
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6.9  Conclusion 
 

From the above simulation results, it can be concluded that KCMA algorithm provides 

the best results in terms of array gain, range, interference suppression and BER over 

that of CMA and HAMCMA. The computation rate of HAMCMA is smaller as 

compared to CMA and KCMA. However, this tradeoff can be compromised for 

achieving minimum MSE, BER and higher gain in case of KCMA. Therefore, KCMA 

algorithm can be employed as one of the cost effective solution to implement at base 

station of mobile communication systems in CDMA, WiMAX (IEEE802.16) and Wi-Fi 

(IEEE802.11) to reduce system overhead and increase system capacity without losing of 

performance quality. 

 

6.10  Summary 
 

In this chapter we have presented our own investigation to develop blind beamforming 

algorithms and their performance comparison are made. It is proved numerically and 

graphically that by using KCMA the performance of smart antenna system can be 

enhanced. The performance of these proposed algorithms are compared with standard 

CMA algorithm in Rayleigh fading channel. It is observed that KCMA algorithm has 

optimum performance for smart antenna system as compared to CMA and HAMCMA 

in terms of array gain, MSE and BER. The partial results presented here have been 

published in [55] [106-107].  
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Chapter 7 
 
 

Design and Performance Evaluation of BLMS Algorithm with 

Automatic Gain Control 

 

 

7.1  Introduction 
 

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the design of Bessel least mean squares 

(BLMS) algorithm with automatic gain control (AGC) and to analyze its performance 

with BLMS algorithm as described previously, in a scenario of one desired user and two 

interferers operating with same carrier frequency but in different direction. This is a 

modified version of BLMS algorithm with the aim to make the signal power constant 

which is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular communication 

where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. BLMS algorithm with AGC is supposed 

to be known as modified BLMS algorithm. The investigation and comparison is also 

made in a multipath scenario using digital modulation technique. 

 

7.2  Bessel Least Mean Squares Algorithm with AGC 

 

7.2.1  Mathematical Model 
 

This is the modified version of our previous work [46]. The proposed algorithm is based 

on the variable step size. This variable step size depends on the signal array vector with 

the aim to make the signal power constant. This modified BLMS algorithm is used for 

automatic adjustment of the tap weights of the filter according to the computed error 

estimation and yields good performance in the presence of interference. An analytical 

solution that minimizes the MSE is derived. It finds the minimum MSE and thus yields 

the set of optimum weights of the beamformer automatically. 

 

Let us define some notations for clarification of the proposed model. 
k

X  is the signal 

array vector, 
k

W  is the weight vector, ( )
v

J N , the Bessel function of the first kind is a 
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scalar but exploiting its asymptotic property and using with step size function (SF) we 

get a non-uniform step size which helps the algorithm to converge in a more efficient 

manner to reduce MSE for a certain number of iteration and optimize gain. The 

response of system output is represented by 
k

y  and 
k

e  is the error signal used for 

adjustment of adaptive system by optimizing the weight vector which equal to the 

difference of desired signal 
k

d  and system output. 

 
Now consider a linear BLMS algorithm with AGC using multiple inputs at its array’s 

elements shown in Fig. 7.1 then its output will be  

 

 
T

k k k
y = X W     (7.1)  

 

where 
k

W  is the weight vector and k  is the iteration number. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.1: Proposed Modified Bessel Least Mean Squares Algorithm 
 

Bessel function of the first kind ( )
v

J N  is given by 
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where v  denotes the order of the Bessel function of the first kind and must be a real 

number. Γ  is the gamma function. 

 
Bessel function can be written using power series method known as the Frobenius 

method [87] which yields general power series  

 

  
0
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k
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This series can be expanded as following for ( )
v

J N  
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From (7.4) , we simply assert that only one linearly independent power series solution 

exists which can be expressed as 
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The function represented by this series is conventionally referred to as the Bessel 

function of first kind of order v . Bessel function with large value of N  is given by 

 
2

( ) cos
4 2

v

v
J N N

N

π π

π

 
= − − 

 
     (7.6)  
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This can be shown to converge at all values of N. This is an alternating term series and 

displays the characteristic of oscillating waves, i.e. they change sign every term. 

Furthermore, for “large” k , the denominators grow approximately as 2( !)k . Therefore, 

for most “reasonable” values of N, this series should converge fairly rapidly, and, 

because the terms alternate, the errors in approximating this series by partial sums are 

reasonably easy to monitor and control. Therefore multiplication of this series with 

weight vector helps the proposed algorithm to converge efficiently. As a practical 

matter, Bessel function is useful primarily when N is small. Therefore, mathematicians 

have devoted significant efforts to develop simple expressions, commonly called 

asymptotic formulas, which give approximate values for the various Bessel functions - 

values that become more and more accurate the larger N is. The most widely used 

approximation is given by asymptotic expansion which generates many roots like sine 

and cosine that geometrically convergent [87]. This property of Bessel function is 

important for our purpose as the eigenvalues are related to such axis crossings (roots or 

zeros) which share with the sine and cosine property. Bessel function in various 

applications can be found in [108-111]. 

 
The signal array vector received on the elements of antenna is written by 
 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k Nx x x=X     (7.7)  

 

This signal array vector is well defined in chapter 3 and 4 along with its steering vector.  
 
The error signal used for adjustment of adaptive system by optimizing the weight vector 

is given by 

 

 
k k k

e d y= −     (7.8)  

 

Putting value of 
k

y  in (7.8)  and differentiate w.r.t. weight W , then we have after 

simplification 
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e∂

= −
∂

k
X

W
     (7.9)  

 

Put value of (7.9)  in gradient estimate of the form giving by 
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   (7.10)  

 

From steepest decent method [1, chap 2 (2.35)  & 4 (4.36) ], [43], we have  

 

  
^

kk k
µ= − ∇

+1
W W    (7.11)  

 

Putting value of gradient estimate (7.10)  into (7.11) , we get 

 

  1 2
k k k k

eµ+ = +W W X    (7.12)  

 

where µ  is the constant step-size and can be written as 
contt

µ . To replace it with 

variable step-size var( )µ  that depends on signal array vector and can be considered one 

of the most effective variable step size algorithm. Therefore, it can be called as 

automatic gain control and is given by  

 

 var

1

(2* ( ( )))real trace
µ =

R
   (7.13)  

 
where R  is the autocorrelation matrix. It is given by 
 

  [ *( ) ]T

k k
=R X X    (7.14)  
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From (7.14) , we get a new real value which updates the coefficients of the smart 

antenna system automatically for each iteration with the aim to make the signal power 

constant. Therefore the autocorrelation matrix plays a significant role in the mechanism 

of AGC. However the complexity of the proposed algorithm increases with AGC 

because the processor will also take time to calculate autocorrelation matrix first then it 

will measure the step size. This complexity of the proposed algorithm can be 

compromised due to its robustness towards noise and interference. Therefore stability in 

the system is achieved because of self adjustment of AGC. 

 
It is important to note that BLMS algorithm is based on a constant non-uniform step 

size whereas modified BLMS algorithm is a variable non-uniform step size algorithm 

that uses data-dependent step size and its step size can be changed for each iteration 

using the knowledge of the autocorrelation matrix. Now multiplying Bessel function of 

1st order with the variable step size for getting a non-uniform step size which generates 

coefficients equal to the number of elements as Bessel function is a depended variable 

on number of elements which is a significant part of antenna array.  

 

 var ( )
non uniform v

J Nµ µ− = ×    (7.15)  

 

Put value of Bessel function (7.6)  into (7.15) , we have 

 

 var

2
cos

4 2
non uniform

v
N

N

π π
µ µ

π
−

 
= × − − 

 
 (7.16)  

 

Putting value of non-uniform step size (7.16)  into (7.12) , then weight vector for 

BLMS algorithm with AGC is given by 

 

1 ar

2
2 cos

4 2
k k v k k

v
e N

N

π π
µ

π
+

 
= + − − 

 
W W X  (7.17)  

 

This last equation is actually a weight update equation of BLMS algorithm with AGC. 
 
The Flow chart of the modified BLMS algorithm is shown in the Fig. 7.2 for easy 

understanding and implementation. To initialize the adaptive beamforming algorithm, 
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we set the initial weight vector to zero. The proposed beamformer performs the 

following steps as appended below: 

 

Step 1: Obtain R in (7.14)  by signal array vector. 

Step 2: Get AGC in (7.13)  for self adjustment of algorithm. 

Step 3: Calculate the error signal used for optimizing the weight vector in (7.8) . 

Step 4: Calculate the robust adaptive beamformer weights in (7.17) . 

Step 5: Repeat the above steps in a closed loop to get the optimum results. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.2: Flow Chart of Proposed Modified BLMS algorithm 
 

7.3  Simulations Results and Analysis 

 

The properties of modified BLMS algorithm in a uniform linear array are analyzed. The 

desired signal is phase modulated with SNR=15 dB and Gaussian noise environment is 

assumed along with two interferers for simulation purpose. It is worth mentioning that 
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simulation results of modified BLMS algorithm is based on the same parameters and 

scenario as reported in [46] for comparison. The desired signal is given by  

 
sin( )( ) j tS t e ω φ+=   (7.18)  

where φ is the phase angle of the applied signal. 

 

7.3.1  Gain Enhancement by Smart Antenna Array System 

 

The performance of a proposed algorithm in a uniform linear array is analyzed by 

taking various numbers of elements ( )N  as shown in Fig. 7.3. The distance between 

two elements is assumed as / 4λ . One hundred samples are taken for simulation 

purpose. The angle of arrival (AOA) for desired user is 0 degree and two interferers are 

placed at -70 and 70 degrees to judge the efficiency of modified algorithm under study. 

The desired signal and interferers are received by an array for various numbers of 

elements. The directivity of modified BLMS algorithm for various numbers of elements 

are observed as 24 dB, 20 dB and 18 dB respectively which clearly indicates that gain 

improves with various numbers of elements by suppressing interference. Modified 

BLMS algorithm has main beam towards the desired direction. The ratio between the 

powers of the main lobe and the first side lobe is observed 14 dB for 14N = . In this 

case, no change in gain is observed with deep null as compared to [46].  

 

When spacing between two elements is kept variable for same number of elements 

( 10)N =  with -20 degrees AOA for desired user as shown in Fig. 7.4 then it is 

observed that good directivity is achieved for / 2λ . Two interferers are placed at angles 

-70 and 60 degrees.  

 

Subsequent data obtained from Fig. 7.3 and 7.4 is given in the Table 7.1 which clearly 

indicates that gain of the smart antenna increases when number of elements in array 

increases. In this case, the performance of modified BLMS algorithm is quite obvious 

as almost correct nulls are placed towards interferers at angles -70 and 60 degrees for 

element spacing / 2λ . 
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Table 7.1 Performance Analysis of Modified BLMS algorithm 
 

Data Derived 

from Figure 

Element 

Spacing ( λ ) 

AOA 

(degree) 

Elements 

N 

Beam width 

(degree) 

Gain 

(dB) 

0.25 0 8 60 18 

0.25 0 10 46 20 

 

7.3 

0.25 0 14 32 24 

0.5 -20 10 21.6 20 

0.25 -20 10 46 20 

 

7.4 

0.125 -20 10 104 20 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Array Gain for Modified BLMS algorithm with 0 degree AOA for desired 

user  

 

However, this directive gain and nulls is achieved automatically with the help of AGC 

and proposed algorithm adjusts itself automatically for higher throughput in terms of 

gain towards desired user.  
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Figure 7.4: Array Gain for Modified BLMS algorithm with -20 degrees AOA for 

desired user with two interferers at angles -70 and 60 degrees for various spacing 

between elements  

 

7.3.2  Performance Comparison of Array Gain with BLMS algorithm 

 

The performance of a proposed algorithm in a uniform linear array is analyzed by 

taking 10 numbers of elements ( )N  as shown in Fig. 7.5 and compared with BLMS. 

The distance between two elements is assumed as / 2λ . One hundred samples are taken 

for simulation purpose. The angle of arrival (AOA) for desired user is 30 degrees and 

two interferers are placed at -50 and 50 degrees to judge the efficiency of both 

algorithms under study. The desired signal and interferers are received by an array for 

10 numbers of elements. The directivity of both algorithms is shown in Fig. 7.5 which 

indicates that gain improves with modified BLMS algorithm by suppressing 

interference.  
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Figure 7.5: Array Gain Performance for Modified BLMS algorithm with BLMS with 30 

degrees AOA for desired user with two interferers at angles -50 and 50 degrees  

 

However, this directive gain and nulls is achieved automatically with the help of AGC 

and proposed algorithm adjusts itself automatically for higher throughput in terms of 

gain towards desired user. The step size for BLMS algorithm is kept as 0.0001. 

 

7.3.3  Mean Square Error and Weight Convergence Performance with respect 

to BLMS algorithm 

 

The minimum MSE describes the performance of the given system as is shown in Fig. 

7.6. In order to get minimum MSE, the modified BLMS algorithm in a beamformer is 

analyzed which combines the signals received by different elements of smart antenna 

array to form a single output. This is achieved by minimizing the MSE between the 

desired output and the actual array output. The minimum MSE for BLMS algorithm 

with AGC and without AGC is shown in Fig. 7.6 which indicates that modified BLMS 
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algorithm has minimum MSE for 100 iterations as the modified BLMS algorithm 

adjusts itself automatically for higher throughput in terms of gain towards desired user. 

It is to be noted that step size for BLMS algorithm is kept as 0.0001.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 7.6: Mean Square Error performance for BLMS algorithm with and without 

AGC  

 

Therefore the performance of modified BLMS algorithm is optimum as compared to 

BLMS algorithm reported in [46]. It is important to highlight that modified BLMS 

algorithm has minimum MSE starting from its initial value till to the last iteration 

(signal samples) whereas the graph of BLMS algorithm reported in [46] follows the 

same pattern but with maximum MSE. The simulation curves for both algorithms 

converge. Modified BLMS algorithm starts to converge earlier as compared to BLMS 

algorithm, therefore can achieve fast convergence as compared to [46] as shown in Fig. 

7.6 which is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular communication 

where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. It is to be noted that MSE plot as shown 
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in Fig. 7.6 is also known as convergence plot because it determines the convergence 

speed (slow or fast) of an adaptive algorithm. 

 

7.3.4  Null Depth Performance 

 

The null depth performance of proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.7, in which AOA 

for desired user is set at 0 degree. Two interferers are placed at -30 and -50 degrees for 

10N =  with constant space of / 2λ  between elements. Optimum gain with low 

sidelobe level and null depth performance is observed in this case as compared to 

previous work reported in [46]. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.7: Null Depth performance for Modified BLMS algorithm with 0 degree AOA 

for desired user with two interferers at angles -30 and -50 degrees  

 

7.4  Investigation and Comparison in Multipath Scenario 
 

In section 7.3 simulations are based on analog modulation scheme whereas in this 

section, the proposed algorithm is operated in Rayleigh fading channel model using 
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digital modulation technique. The modified BLMS algorithm is adjusted itself 

automatically as the step size changes and the same is compared with our previous work 

[46] in which the self adjustment property is missing. The simulations are designed with 

8 numbers of bits per symbol in quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) to analyze the 

properties of modified BLMS algorithm. To make the channel noisier, additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN) with SNR=20 dB is added in order to evaluate the efficiency 

of the proposed beamformer in more rough scenario. The order of the Bessel function is 

one in this case.  

 

7.4.1  Input Signal 
 

The discrete time signal is taken as message/input signal that consists of 40 bits as 

shown in Fig. 7.8. The message signal can be converted into symbol, to evaluate the 

performance of proposed beamformer in multipath Rayleigh fading model as shown in 

Fig. 7.8 and the same is compared with [46]. In both cases, when message signal is 

passed through a multipath Rayleigh fading channel from radio transmitter to receiver 

then major paths result in the arrival of delayed versions of the signal at the receiver.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.8: Message Signal in Discrete Form 
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In addition, the radio-signal undergoes scattering on a local scale for each major path. 

Such local scattering is typically characterized by a large number of reflections by 

objects near the mobile. These irresolvable components combine at the receiver and 

give rise to the phenomenon known as multipath fading.  

 

7.4.2  Gain Enhancement Comparison 

 

Both algorithms under study are analyzed in uniform linear array. The uniform linear 

array contain with 10 in number elements as shown in Fig. 7.9 and distance between 

two elements is maintained as / 2λ . One hundred samples are taken for simulation 

purpose. The AOA for desired user is 0 degree. The interferers are operating with same 

carrier frequency and Doppler shifts but in different directions with different path gains.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.9: Gain for BLMS algorithm with AGC and without AGC with AOA for 

desired user is 0 degree. 
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The desired signal and interferers are received by an array for various numbers of 

elements. The directivity of modified BLMS algorithm for 10 numbers of elements is 

observed as 20.0018 dB whereas BLMS algorithm without AGC is found 19.9981 dB. 

Both the beamformer has main beam towards the desired direction. The ratio between 

the powers of the main lobe and the first side lobe is found minimum for modified 

BLMS algorithm as compared to BLMS algorithm. The null depth performance is 

found -24.41 dB for modified BLMS algorithm as compared to BLMS algorithm which 

has -9.73 dB. The data obtained from Fig. 7.8 is given in the Table 7.2. 

 

Table 7.2 Performance Comparison of BLMS algorithm with and without AGC 
 

BLMS 

algorithm 

Element 

Spacing (λ) 

AOA 

(degree) 

Gain 

(dB) 

Beam width 

(degree) 

Null depth 

performance 

(dB) 

with AGC 0.5 0 20.0018 42 -24.41 

without AGC 0.5 0 19.9981 42 -9.73 

 

7.4.3 Receiver Performance  

 

The receiver performance is studied in both cases using the proposed beamformer and  

 

 
 

Figure 7.10: Original Signal Recovered by Receiver 
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[46] by recovering the original desired signal. Both algorithms under study utilize 

adaptive equalizer/filter known as Affine Projection adaptive filter that extracts desired 

signal. In other words, we filter the streams of bits in order to remove higher frequency 

contents leaving only original data/signal as shown in Fig. 7.10 that is the true copy of 

transmitted message signal as shown in Fig. 7.8. 

 

7.4.4 Bit Error Rate Performance Comparison 

 

In this case also BER is considered as one of the important parameter to assess the 

Communication System under study. The comparison is made between the BER 

obtained through the semianalytic technique with the theoretical BER for the smart 

antenna array operating in the Rayleigh fading channel environment. The plot as shown 

in Fig. 7.11 describes that the bit error rates obtained using the semianalytic technique 

are less than the theoretical bit error rate for both algorithms under study.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.11: Comparison between Measured and Theoretical BER 
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However the measured values of BER for proposed beamformer are found minimum as 

compared to published one [46].  

 

Data extracted from Fig. 7.11 is given in the Table 7.3 for comparison. Therefore, the 

proposed system is better than the one published in [46]. This is because of self 

adjustment property (that is AGC) which is missing in case of [46], thus the proposed 

digital system under study is better for wireless communication system. The BER 

performance curves shown in Fig. 7.11 define that BLMS algorithm with AGC 

performs well as compared to BLMS algorithm without AGC. BER rate of the modified 

BLMS and BLMS algorithm at SNR = 20 dB are 7.752e-05 and 0.0019 respectively, 

therefore the BER rate of the modified BLMS is 4.08% (7.752e-05 is 4.08% of 0.0019) 

as compared to BLMS algorithm. The reduction of the BER for modified BLMS is 

95.92% more compared to BLMS algorithm. Therefore, the BER performance is greatly 

improved with the modified BLMS compared to the BLMS algorithm. 

 
Table 7.3 Performance Comparison of BLMS with and without AGC for BER 

 

Parameters for comparison BLMS with AGC BLMS without AGC 

SNR 

(dB) 

BERtheory Measured BER Measured BER 

0 0.1888 0.0900 0.0900 

2 0.1481 0.0726 0.0726 

4 0.1113 0.0529 0.0572 

6 0.0803 0.0370 0.0438 

8 0.0559 0.0247 0.0322 

10 0.0377 0.0158 0.0227 

12 0.0249 0.0094 0.0156 

14 0.0162 0.0048 0.0106 

16 0.0104 0.0019 0.0070 

18 0.0066 0.0005 0.0041 

20 0.0042 7.752e-05 0.0019 
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7.5  Discussions and Comments 

 

In this chapter, a modified BLMS adaptive beamforming algorithm is proposed. A 

system model is presented and analyzed, supported by mathematical and analytical 

model, which is further being utilized to develop simulation results for analysis. The 

proposed BLMS is compared with [46] on the basis of beam pattern, stability, null 

depth performance, MSE and BER.  

 
The findings of simulation and mathematical analysis are: 
 
(1) Modified BLMS has almost same directive gain as tabulated in the Table 7.1 

and is reported in [46]. However, this directive gain is achieved automatically 

with the help of AGC and adjusts itself automatically for higher throughput in 

terms of gain towards desired user whereas in case of BLMS [46] the 

requirement of adjustment of the tap weights is done by head and trial method of 

constant step size. Therefore the performance of modified BLMS is optimum 

over that of BLMS algorithm. Whereas in Rayleigh fading channel, the 

performance of proposed modified BLMS has almost same directive gain 

(20.0018 dB) as compared to [46] but with optimum null depth performance and 

with low SLL. The results are tabulated in the Table 7.2. 

 
(2) Modified BLMS algorithm has better capability to minimize MSE because of 

self adjustment property which is missing in case of BLMS algorithm. Both 

these algorithms are compared in Fig. 7.6 which indicates that BLMS algorithm 

with AGC has minimum MSE starting from its initial value till to the last 

iteration (signal samples) whereas the graph of BLMS algorithm reported in [46] 

follows the same pattern but with maximum MSE.  

 
(3) Modified BLMS algorithm is more accurate and stable due to AGC 

development. Therefore the proposed algorithm is robust and degradation in its 

performance is minimum. 

 
(4) If we compare the convergence of the Modified BLMS algorithm with [46] as 

shown in Fig. 7.6 then it shows that Modified BLMS algorithm converges more 
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quickly than [46], therefore can achieve fast convergence. This improvement 

comes in proposed Modified BLMS algorithm due to incorporation of AGC 

which helps the algorithm to converge in a more efficient manner. Thus, 

Modified BLMS algorithm provides better stability and rate of convergence due 

to AGC as compared to BLMS algorithm reported in [46] which is extremely 

important in the application of wireless cellular communication where signal 

statistics vary rapidly with time. 

 
(5) Modified BLMS algorithm has more directional gain and better stability as 

shown in Fig. 7.5, therefore it saves power in more efficient as compared to 

BLMS algorithm reported in [46] 

 
(6) The signal recovery capability of proposed modified BLMS algorithm is 

optimum than the one published in [46] due to AGC development as shown in 

Fig. 7.8 and 7.10. 

 
(7) The performance of BER is optimum for Modified BLMS algorithm as shown in 

Fig. 7.11 and tabulated in the Table 7.3. The BER rate of the modified BLMS 

algorithm and BLMS algorithm at SNR = 20 dB are 7.752e-05 and 0.0019 

respectively. The reduction of the BER for modified BLMS is 95.92% more 

compared to BLMS algorithm. This is because of self adjustment property 

which is missing in case of BLMS reported in [46]. Therefore, the BER 

performance is greatly improved in the modified BLMS compared to the BLMS 

algorithm. 

 

7.6  Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have derived a new adaptive beamforming algorithm named as 

BLMS with AGC with the aim to make the signal power constant which is extremely 

important in the application of wireless cellular communication where signal statistics 

vary rapidly with time. This proposed modified BLMS provides more accuracy and 

stability. The partial results presented here have been published in [49-50]. The live 

model of BLMS algorithm is designed for signal recovery and its performance 
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comparison is made in terms of array gain and MSE with live model of LMS algorithm 

in next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 
 
 

Design and Analysis of Live Model of BLMS Algorithm with 

Live Model of LMS 

 

 

8.1  Introduction 
 

The objective of this chapter is to design and analyze the performance of live model of 

Bessel least mean squares (BLMS) for thorough comprehension of beamforming in 

adaptive environment and compared with live model of LMS in terms of gain and mean 

square error (MSE). It presents the principal elements of wireless communication 

system. The performance of designed live model is tested for its efficiency in terms of 

signal recovery, directive gain by minimizing MSE using the “wavrecord” function to 

bring live audio data in WAV format [112-115]. It is assumed that this audio signal is 

only the message or the baseband signal received by the computer. Here we consider 

computer (laptop) as a base station containing adaptive signal processing algorithm and 

source (mobile phone) as a desired user, so the experiment setup is designed for uplink 

application (user to base station) to differentiate between desired signal, multipath and 

interfering signals. The presented adaptive live model is reliable, robust and lead to a 

substantial reduction of MSE, signal recovery in comparison with the LMS technique. 

This chapter contains experimental data. Obtained results are presented clearly and the 

conclusion comes directly from the presented experimental data which shows that the 

presented method leads to optimum results in comparison with the LMS method and 

can be used as a better alternative in many practical applications. 

 

8.2  Problem Formulation 

 

The scenario of this problem is explained as follows: 

The proposed smart antenna array model contains number of elements, having uniform 

distance between each two elements and is equipped with adaptive signal processor 

containing Bessel beamformer. We have recorded an audio signal (the active sonar 
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signal) and then we are transmitting the recorded signal through the audio channel using 

the mobile phone and a microphone as shown in Fig. 8.1. The built-in sound card of 

computer (laptop) receives this electrical signal and matches with designed parameters 

of our proposed algorithm having carrier frequency (fc = 1.6 GHz). It means that our 

proposed algorithm supports and resonates from audio range upto 1.6 GHz frequencies. 

This carrier frequency is used to carry this message/ baseband signal into desired 

location. If we suppose that desired source is at an angle 10 degrees then proposed 

adaptive algorithm adapts itself accordingly to curtail the noise and channel effects. 

Thus output is optimized in terms of gain by minimizing MSE. We add the fading 

channel code to create a scenario of Rayleigh fading channel.  

 

The signal is received through sound card and processed by updating the weights of 

antenna array in such a way to minimize the mean square error and to optimize the gain 

that enhances quality of signal and coverage. The sound (signal in vector) acquired 

through sound card is read by an array of smart antenna using (8.1)  and updates its 

weights using (8.2) . The signal array vector received on the elements of antenna is 

given by 

 

 1 2[ , ,....., ]T

k M
x x x=X     (8.1)  

 
where signal array vector is expressed in terms of the signal variables from 1 to M and 

T is the transpose of signal array vector. k is the iteration number. The weight vector for 

proposed algorithm is given by 

 

 2 ( )
k+1 k k v k

e J Nµ= +W W X     (8.2)  

 

where µ  is the constant step size used for stability of adaptation. 

 

PC uses inherit audio codec (sound card) to capture an analog audio stream from the 

Line In or Mic jacks and generate a digital frame-based output. 
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This digital frame-based output is taken as an input (digital signal in vector form) is 

read by an array of smart antenna using (8.1)  to the proposed model of BLMS using the 

“wavrecord” function to bring live audio data in WAV format and processed through 

adaptive signal processor by updating its parameters in Rayleigh fading channel. The 

standard sampling rates for PC-based audio hardware are 2.250, 8, 11.025 and 44.100 

kilo samples per second. We use a default value 11.025 kilo samples per second. 

Adaptive signal processor gives outputs using (8.3)  in terms of signal recovery, 

directive gain by minimizing MSE. The response of system output is given by  

 

 (
k k k

y = T
X W )     (8.3)  

 
where you can play back what you have recorded so far using Playback speakers.  
 

8.3  Simulations Results and Analysis 

 

8.3.1  Inputs to the Proposed Model 
 
The sound of Active SONAR is recorded to inbuilt recorder of mobile phone (Nokia 

2630) and the same is transmitted from recorder as a live audio data in Rayleigh fading 

channel. This live audio data is coupled to PC based adaptive signal processor using the 

“wavrecord” function in WAV format through Line In or Mic jacks. We assume here 

that this audio signal is only the message or the baseband signal. This signal is as shown 

in the Fig. 8.2. 

 

8.3.2  Array Gain Enhancement via  Smart Antenna  
 

The signal propagating through Rayleigh fading channel is received by uniform linear 

array of smart antenna. It is modulated by carrier frequency (fc = 1.6 GHz) to carry this 

message or the baseband signal to the channel and antenna array. Smart antenna has the 

ability to recover the signal corrupted by fading plus noise as shown in Fig. 8.3.  

The uniform linear array is taken with 26N =  and distance between two elements is 

maintained as / 2λ . One thousand samples are taken for simulation purpose. The angle 

of arrival (AOA) for desired user is 10 degrees and rest of the signals coming from 
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other directions is considered as interferers. The array gain is shown in Fig. 8.4. The 

desired signal and interferers are received by an array of 26 elements with 26 weights 

and the directivity of Bessel LMS is observed as 25.99 dB by suppressing interference. 

Bessel LMS has main beam towards the desired direction. The height of first side lobe 

is observed as 5.67 dB and the null depth performance is found optimum. The element 

spacing is maintained as / 2d λ=  to prevent spatial aliasing. The data obtained from 

Fig. 8.4 is given in the Table 8.1. 

 

Table 8.1 Performance Analysis of Proposed Model  

System Input Parameters System Throughput Estimate 

No. of 

Element 

AOA 

(degree) 

Element 

Spacing (λ) 

Beam width 

(degree) 

Array Gain 

(dB) 

Sidelobe 

Level (dB) 

26 10 0.5 18 25.99 5.67 

 

 
 
Figure 8.2: Sound of Active SONAR is transmitted as an Input to the Proposed Model 
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Figure 8.3: Signal recovered by Smart antenna array 
 

 

 

Figure 8.4: Array Gain of Proposed Model 
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8.3.3  Receiver Performance 

 

The audio codec (sound card) generates a digital frame-based output into the PC. The 

transmitted signal travels to the receiver follows several paths, each of which may have 

different lengths and associated time delays because a multipath channel reflects signals 

at multiple places. The signal propagating in Rayleigh fading channel is as shown in the 

Fig. 8.5.  

 

 

 
Figure 8.5: Signal propagating in Rayleigh fading channel 

 

Digital receiver utilizes adaptive equalizer to negate the effects of signals arriving other 

than the desired signal. The receiver uses demodulator and filter to recover an original 

signal. The signal recovered by demodulator is as shown in Fig. 8.6.  
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The demodulator output still has some noise parameters i.e. higher frequency contents. 

Therefore it is passed through an Affine Projection adaptive filter [98] which extracts 

desired signal as shown in Fig. 8.7.  

 

This is an original copy of transmitted message signal as shown in Fig. 8.2. Therefore, it 

is clear that the performance of proposed model is optimum. 

 

8.3.4  Comparison of Proposed Live Model with LMS 

 
Proposed algorithm is compared with LMS in respect of MSE and gain as shown in the 

Fig. 8.8 and 8.9 in proposed model. Figure 8.8 indicate that BLMS has minimum MSE 

from its initial value up to 220 iterations whereas LMS has same MSE (almost zero) 

upto 120 iterations (120 signal samples) then it abruptly shoots up and deviates from the 

minimum MSE criterion. Similar behaviour in BLMS is observed after 220 iterations 

but with minimum amplitude. The gain of BLMS algorithm is optimum with 20 dB 

array gain as compared to 18.66 dB of LMS algorithm. The side lobe level (SLL) of 

BLMS algorithm is 4.33 dB as compared to 4.0 dB SLL of LMS algorithm which is 

slightly less than the former one. The constant rate of adaptation (step size) is 0.0001 

for both algorithms under study. The AOA for desired user is 0 degree in case of BLMS 

and 20 degrees in case of LMS.  

 

In the convergence process, the power of the error signal is minimized and an adaptive 

system with small minimum MSE indicates that this system has accurately modeled, 

predicted, adapted and/or converged to an optimum solution for the given system. In 

this experiment, BLMS has small minimum MSE therefore it is converged to an 

optimum solution. Therefore, BLMS is efficient in the proposed model than LMS in 

respect of minimum MSE while having optimum array gain which is extremely 

important in the application of wireless cellular communication where signal statistics 

vary rapidly with time. 
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Figure 8.6: Desired signal recovered by Demodulator 
 

 
 

Figure 8.7: Performance of Receiver 
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of BLMS with LMS on basis of MSE 
 

 
 

Figure 8.9: Comparison of BLMS with LMS on basis of Array Gain  
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8.6  Discussions and Comments 

 

In this chapter, we present a live model of proposed algorithm and compared its 

efficiency with live model of LMS algorithm. A system model is presented and 

analyzed in order to develop simulation results for analysis. The performance of 

designed live model is tested for its efficiency in terms of signal recovery, directive gain 

by minimizing MSE using the “wavrecord” function to bring live audio data in WAV 

format into the MATLAB workspace. The findings of the experiment are: 

 
(1) The proposed model is a real time demonstration which helps the authenticity of 

proposed algorithm. 

 
(2) The proposed model has better capability to recover the desired signal as shown 

in Fig. 8.7 that is an original copy of transmitted message signal as shown in 

Fig. 8.2. 

 
(3) The proposed model has better error reduction capability as compared to LMS 

as shown in Fig. 8.8. Therefore, Bessel LMS is efficient in the proposed model 

than LMS in respect of minimum MSE while having optimum array gain which 

is extremely important in the application of wireless cellular communication 

where signal statistics vary rapidly with time. 

 
(4) The proposed model has slightly more directive gain by suppressing interference 

and noise as shown in Fig. 8.9. 

 
(5) The BLMS saves power because a directional gain of proposed model is 

optimum with minimum MSE. This improvement in BLMS algorithm comes 

from the introduction of non uniform step size in weight vector which is used to 

train the beamformer for optimum convergence. 

 

8.7  Conclusion 
 

From the above discussion, it is concluded that performance of BLMS in proposed 

model is a real time demonstration which provides optimum gain, minimum MSE as 
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compared to LMS and having better capability to recover desired signal in live model. 

Therefore, BLMS can be employed as a better option in smart antenna array system for 

wireless cellular communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time.  

 

8.8  Summary 
 

In this chapter, we have presented a live model of BLMS for adaptive beamforming for 

enhancing signal quality and system capacity. The live model of this algorithm is 

compared with live model of LMS algorithm and the results are published in [51]. 
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Chapter 9 
 
 

Results and Discussions 

 

 

9.1.  Introduction 
 
Apart from the results presented in various chapters of the thesis regarding array gain, 

MSE reduction, signal recovery, convergence analysis and BER performance. However 

to summarize the thesis, we concentrate on BER, array gain, MSE and convergence 

performance of the adaptive beamforming algorithms discussed in various scenario to 

evaluate its efficiency in smart antenna array system in light of merits and demerit of 

own work with comparison of conventional LMS and CMA algorithms. These quality 

parameters are used to assess the Communication System that transmits digital data 

from transmitter to receiver. We start our discussion from the BER performance and 

comparison is made in all cases for the smart antenna array operating in the Rayleigh 

fading channel environment as appended below: 

 

9.2 BER Performance Comparison 

 

9.2.1  BLMS with LMS algorithm 

 

In chapter 4, BER performance analysis is carried out using digital modulation 

technique between LMS and BLMS algorithm at 10 dB SNR. The measured BER 

values of BLMS and LMS algorithms at same 10 dB SNR are 0.0283 and 0.0418 

respectively. Thus BER value obtained for BLMS is 67.70% (0.0283 is 67.70% of 

0.0418) as compared to LMS, then BER reduction capability of BLMS is 32.30% more 

as compared to LMS. Therefore, it is clear that the performance of BLMS is optimum 

than that of LMS algorithm and provides cost effective solution. The obtained results 

indicate that wireless communication system employing BLMS provides higher 

performance and error less communication between the desired users which otherwise 
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enhances capacity of the system, thus increases the number of active users without 

losing of performance quality. 

 

In this case, the improvement in BLMS with respect to LMS algorithm is attributed by 

introducing a non-uniform step size. This non-uniform step size is obtained from the 

interaction of Bessel and step size functions. The Bessel function has inherent 

monotonically decreasing property which generates coefficients equal to the number of 

elements which helps the proposed BLMS algorithm converge efficiently as compared 

to LMS algorithm that is based on constant step size. 

 

9.2.2  Proposed Blind algorithms with CMA 

 

In chapter 6, the comparison is made between the BER values obtained for Blind 

algorithms under study in Rayleigh fading channel model which indicates that the error 

rates obtained by proposed Kaiser Constant Modulus Algorithm (KCMA) algorithm are 

smaller as compared to BER of Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) and Hamming 

CMA (HAMCMA) algorithm. Thus at 10 dB SNR, the measured BER values for 

KCMA, CMA and HAMCMA algorithms are 0.0002, 0.0009 and 0.0015 respectively. 

The BER values of KCMA are 22.22% (0.0002 is 22.22% of 0.0009) as compared to 

CMA whereas the BER values of CMA are 60% (0.0009 is 60% of 0.0015) as 

compared to HAMCMA. Then BER reduction capability of KCMA is 77.78% as 

compared to CMA whereas reduction of the BER for CMA is 40% compared to 

HAMCMA. 

 
Similarly at 11 dB SNR, the measured BER values for KCMA, HAMCMA and CMA 

algorithms are 6.373e-05, 0.0006 and 0.0003 respectively. The BER values of KCMA 

are 21. 23% (6.373e-05 is 21. 23% of 0.0003) as compared to CMA whereas the BER 

values of CMA are 50% (0.0003 is 50% of 0.0006) as compared to HAMCMA. Then 

BER reduction capability of KCMA at 11 dB SNR is 78.77% as compared to CMA 

whereas reduction of the BER for CMA is 50% compared to HAMCMA. Therefore, the 

BER performance is greatly improved by KCMA algorithm than that of CMA and 

HAMCMA algorithms. 
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It is observed that when SNR is changed from 10 to 11 dB (i.e. only 1 dB) then 

approximately 1% improvement in BER reduction capability is found in case of KCMA 

algorithm from 77.78% to 78.77% whereas in case of CMA, 10% improved BER 

performance is achieved from 40% to 50%. However, overall BER performance of 

KCMA algorithm is better than CMA and HAMCMA. 

 
This improvement in KCMA algorithm is because of Kaiser Window based on the 

Bessel function. Kaiser Window is a kind of adjustable window function which 

provides independent control of the main lobe width and ripple ratio. It means that gain 

of KCMA algorithm is optimized by reducing BER as compared to HAMCMA 

algorithm using fixed window functions (i.e. Hamming windows).  

 
From these obtained results, it is revealed that Smart antenna based on KCMA 

algorithm is more effective and provides greater capacity as compared to smart antenna 

with CMA and HAMCMA algorithms, thus accommodating more active users. 

 

9.2.3  BLMS algorithm with and without AGC 

 

The BER performance comparison of BLMS algorithm with and without AGC is made 

in smart antenna array operating in the Rayleigh fading channel environment. The BER 

performance curves shown in chapter 7 confirm that BLMS algorithm with AGC 

(modified BLMS) performs well as compared to BLMS algorithm without AGC. This is 

because of self adjustment property (that is AGC) which is missing in case of BLMS 

algorithm without AGC. 

 
The effect of SNR on BER can be demonstrated as if we set SNR at 10 dB then BER 

rate of the modified BLMS and BLMS algorithm are 0.0158 and 0.0227 respectively 

that becomes 69.60% (0.0158 is 69.60% of 0.0227) of BLMS algorithm. The reduction 

of the BER for modified BLMS is 30.40% more compared to BLMS algorithm. 

Therefore, the BER performance is greatly improved in the modified BLMS compared 

to the BLMS algorithm. As said earlier that the BER reduction capability of 

communication system with smart antenna increases with increase of SNR. For example 

at 20 dB SNR, BER rate of the modified BLMS and BLMS algorithm are 7.752e-05 
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and 0.0019 respectively, therefore the BER rate of the modified BLMS is 4.08% 

(7.752e-05 is 4.08% of 0.0019) as compared to BLMS algorithm. The reduction of the 

BER for modified BLMS is 95.92% more compared to BLMS algorithm. Therefore, we 

achieved improved performance in the modified BLMS from 30.40% to 95.92% 

compared to the BLMS algorithm when SNR is changed from 10 to 20 dB 

 

9.3 Gain and Mean Square Error Performance Comparison 

 

9.3.1  BLMS with LMS Algorithm 

 

Similarly in chapter 4, the comparison of BLMS algorithm is made with LMS algorithm 

for antenna array gain and MSE performance. It is observed that the proposed BLMS 

algorithm has slightly more array gain with minimum SLL than that of LMS algorithms 

which shows improvement by saving power and increases range because of directive 

gain. Similarly reduction in SLL shows that BLMS saves transmitting power due to 

which battery life at the base station of communication system increases. Further 

reduction in SLL means that interference in the system reduced, thus the interference in 

communication system using BLMS algorithm is very low as compared to LMS 

algorithm.  

 
It is seen that BLMS algorithm has minimum MSE and provides fast convergence as 

compared to LMS algorithm. Fast convergence means that the process due to which 

power of the error signal is minimized. BLMS algorithm with minimum MSE indicates 

that the system under study is accurately modeled, predicted, adapted and converged to 

an optimum solution. 

 
The improvement attributed in proposed BLMS algorithm from the strategy of 

employing a non-uniform step size using Bessel function of the first kind which helps 

the algorithm to converge in a more efficient manner and reduces BER for the same 

adaptation size or iterations. Thus, BLMS can achieve faster convergence than the 

typically LMS algorithm which is extremely important in the application of wireless 

cellular communication where signal statistics vary rapidly with time 
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9.3.2  Proposed Blind algorithms with CMA 

 

Blind adaptive beamforming is covered in chapter 6 in which the proposed KCMA and 

HAMCMA is compared with standard CMA algorithm in terms of array gain and MSE. 

It is clear from achieved results that array gain of KCMA algorithm is optimum with 

minimum SLL than that of both HAMCMA and CMA algorithms. It means that KCMA 

algorithm gets less interference when used in communication system and provides more 

significant impact on the channel properties, quality of signal and capacity of the system 

as compared to HAMCMA and CMA algorithms. 

 
Similarly the obtained results confirm that all these blind algorithms under study 

converges for same number of iterations but KCMA algorithm has minimum MSE and 

provides stable convergence than that of HAMCMA and CMA algorithms. However, 

there is some potential problems exist with blind algorithms regarding its convergence 

as its convergence is not guaranteed because the cost function/MSE is not convex and 

may have false minima. 

 
The improvement in KCMA algorithm is because of Kaiser Window which is an 

adjustable window function that provides independent control of the main lobe width 

and ripple ratio as compared to fixed type window functions (i.e. Hanning and 

Hamming windows). The reduction in SLL by KCMA algorithm signifies that using the 

proposed method the interference is very low. 

 
However the computation time of KCMA is greater than CMA and HAMCMA. This is 

because of Kaiser Window function which is based on Bessel function that generates 

number of co-efficient equal to number of elements. Therefore during operation, the 

signal processor is to calculate Bessel function first and then Kaiser Window is 

computed to adjust weights of beamformer for optimum result. In case of CMA, 

calculation is straight forward whereas in HAMCMA, only Hamming window is 

involved that guides the weights of beamformer for enhancing the gain. Therefore 

KCMA is computationally intensive but this factor can be compromised for optimum 

gain with low SLL and minimum MSE. 
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9.3.3  BLMS algorithm with and without AGC 

 

In chapter 7, we have compared BLMS algorithm with and without AGC for MSE 

reduction and convergence analysis. It is seen that both algorithms converges and 

follows the same pattern but BLMS algorithm with AGC has minimum MSE than that 

of BLMS algorithm without AGC. 

 
The improvement in modified BLMS acquires due to development of AGC. The AGC 

circuit provides stable processing gain to BLMS algorithm for its optimum 

convergence. This processing gain is achieved from signal array vectors which depend 

on the autocorrelation matrix and can be changed for each iteration to get a new real 

value which updates the coefficients of the smart antenna system automatically with the 

aim to make the signal power constant. Due to AGC development, the operator 

involvements is negative and the smart antenna array with this algorithm becomes 

automatic whereas in BLMS algorithm without AGC, this phenomenon is missing. 

 

9.3  Conclusion 
 
From the above analysis, it is concluded that each adaptive beamforming algorithms 

under study has its own pros and cons. However, BLMS algorithm with AGC gives 

improved results as compared to BLMS without AGC and LMS algorithms. Similarly, 

the proposed KCMA algorithm is performing well than the CMA algorithm which may 

contribute towards research in signal processing and can be used as a better alternative 

in many practical applications.  
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Chapter 10 
 

 

Conclusion and Future Recommendations 
 
 
 

10.1  Conclusion 
 

The aim of this dissertation is to investigate and design adaptive beamforming 

algorithms for smart antenna array system in order to improve the performance of 

wireless cellular technology. Smart antenna is the combination of antenna array and 

adaptive algorithms implemented on digital signal processor. In this regard, adaptive 

algorithms are investigated with respect to beamforming in order to make a beam 

towards a desired user and place null towards interferer which include Least Mean 

squares (LMS) and Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) beside others. Both these 

algorithms suffer from optimization problems like gain enhancement towards desired 

user, interference rejection, high power transmission, bit error rate (BER), minimization 

of mean square error (MSE) and rate of convergence which undermines their 

performance in the application of smart antenna array system.  

 
Keeping these deficiencies in view, we propose a variant of LMS algorithm, with the 

name as Bessel Least Mean square (BLMS) algorithm which depends on the non-

uniform step size exploiting the asymptotic property of Bessel function of first kind. 

The performance of this proposed algorithm is compared with LMS algorithm. It is 

found that BLMS algorithm has shown improved results in terms of array gain, MSE 

reduction, convergence and BER performance. This improvement in BLMS with 

respect to LMS algorithm comes by introducing non-uniform step size. This non-

uniform step size is obtained from the Bessel and step size functions which help the 

BLMS in convergence efficiently as compared to LMS algorithm that is based on 

constant step size. 

 
In some application, neither training signal (as required for BLMS and LMS 

algorithms) is available nor is feasible, therefore blind beamforming concept is 

investigated. To enhance the performance, blind beamforming algorithms are developed 
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using window techniques named as Kaiser constant modulus algorithm (KCMA), 

Hamming constant modulus algorithm (HAMCMA) and Hanning constant modulus 

algorithm (HCMA). The performance of these proposed algorithms are compared with 

CMA in terms of array gain, MSE and BER in Rayleigh fading channel. The proposed 

KCMA algorithm has achieved better performance. This improvement is attributed in 

KCMA due to Kaiser Window which is a kind of adjustable window function that 

provides independent control of the main lobe width and ripple ratio as compared to 

fixed window functions (i.e. Hanning and Hamming windows). This independent 

control is achieved by tunable parameters beta (β) that affects the sidelobes attenuation. 

 
Finally, BLMS with Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is proposed to make it variable 

step size algorithm that is updated from the signal array vector. BLMS with AGC has 

shown improved results as compared to BLMS. The live model of BLMS is also 

developed and tested for signal recovery, array gain and MSE performance. The same is 

compared with live model of LMS which is a real time demonstration.  

 
However, the proposed algorithms BLMS and KCMA are computationally intensive as 

compared to LMS and CMA but this tradeoff can be compromised by considering other 

benefits as determined in terms of array gain, reduction in sidelobe level, MSE and BER 

performance. 

 
From the obtained results, we reached on the conclusion that proposed algorithms can 

be employed as one of the better option for improved performance of wireless cellular 

technology. 

 

10.2  Future Recommendations 
 

The acquired data in this research work are not real time results. Therefore, there is a 

need to extend this thesis to a next level by implementing the proposed algorithms in 

the real time environment using FPGA technology. 

 
The work planned in the future is appended below: 
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(1) The proposed algorithms will be implemented in the real time environment 

using FPGA technology and their performances will be compared for further 

analysis. 

 
(2) The proposed modified Bessel LMS (BLMS) algorithm will be tested with 

MUSIC and Root-MUSIC algorithms to make it fully automatic so that AOA for 

desired users can be estimated through these DOA algorithms. This combination 

will make the BLMS algorithm totally independent and robust. 

 
(3) The live model of proposed Bessel LMS (BLMS) algorithm is also developed 

for thorough comprehension of beamforming in adaptive environment. The 

same is compared with live model of LMS in terms of gain and mean square 

error (MSE) and obtained experimental data. However, there is a need to extend 

this model to a next level by implementing the proposed algorithms in the real 

time environment using FPGA technology. 

 
(4) The technique of blind beamforming can be explored for Bessel LMS, where 

there is no need of pilot/synchronization signal for convergence or spreading 

code in case of CDMA system. Then same is to be tested in AWGN and 

Rayleigh fading channels environment. 

 
(5) Comparison is to be made between blind and non-blind Bessel LMS for their 

performance and analysis. 

 
(6) Modified KCMA and HAMCMA will be developed in which the requirement of 

stability factor will be tried to get from received signal on the antenna element 

of the array instead of using fixed stability factor. 

 
Furthermore, we also welcome research community to extend the work for 

implementing in the real time environment using systems like CDMA, WiMAX 

(IEEE802.16) and Wi-Fi (IEEE802.11) to measure its spectrum efficiency and 

performance. 
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APPENDIX 

A 
 

 

Affine Projection Adaptive Filter is a Better Noise Canceller 
 

This appendix presents a brief overview of the Affine Projection (AP) adaptive filter 

which is being used in chapter’s 4 and 6 to 8 of this thesis. AP adaptive filter is used for 

noise cancellation to extracts desired signal i.e. streams of bits are filtered in order to 

remove higher frequency contents leaving only original data/signal from demodulator 

output which is really true copy of transmitted message signal [47-48], [50]. In this 

regard our paper reported in “ISTPress Transactions of Computer Systems- Theory and 

Applications, Vol. 1, No. 1(2), ISSN 1913-8369, pp. 1-10, 2010” is relevant for further 

study [98]. The performance of this filter in the presence of noise has been assessed in 

this dissertation which is found optimum.  

 
A detailed description of the main ideas explained in the above referred paper and it is 

found that AP and Affine Projection Recursive Updating (APRU) algorithms perform 

better in noise cancellation either plotted in time domain or frequency domain. 

Similarly, both of these algorithms provide best outcome in power spectral density 

(PSD) and weight estimation. Therefore, AP based algorithms have achieved good 

performance as compared to LMS based algorithm in terms of noise cancellation, PSD, 

desired output power and fast convergence. 
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APPENDIX 

B 
 

 

Bessel Functions 
 

In this appendix, we discuss the importance of Bessel function in various applications 

[108-111]. Inspired by spatial filtering [117-119] utilization in mobile communication 

system, we gave an idea in chapter 4 that how the proposed adaptive beamforming 

algorithm i.e. Bessel LMS behaving in the adaptive environment using Bessel function 

(BF) of the first kind which has inherit monotonically decreasing property. Due to this 

asymptotic property, BF gives a number of co-efficient in discrete form. Exploiting this 

property, we use it with step function (SF) and get a non-uniform step size which helps 

the algorithm to converge in a more efficient manner to reduce MSE for a certain 

number of iteration and optimize gain. Thus its usage with smart adaptive antenna can 

improve further this technology for higher throughput.  

 
Bessel function are very commonly used in digital signal processing (DSP) applications 

such as FM synthesis, filters design to suppress the noise frequencies and wave 

propagation in a waveguide [72], [76], [108-111] but have not been used for spatial 

filtering i.e. beamforming, therefore using Bessel functions in this sense is unique. The 

proposed algorithm exploits the spatial structure environment and provides the 

appropriate solution for random noise suppression. The proposed adaptive beamforming 

algorithm calculates weights adaptively to optimize signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the 

desired signal in look direction. Bessel function of the first kind is denoted by ( )
v

J N  

[91] and defined by 
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where v  denotes the order of the Bessel function of the first kind and must be a real 

number. The number of elements is presented by N  in an array and Γ is the gamma 

function. 
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APPENDIX 

C 
 

 

Window Functions 
 

In this appendix, we discuss the importance of windows function in various 

applications. Beamforming utilization in mobile communication system is the source of 

inspiration to study [1-8] [122-128], therefore we gave an idea in chapter 6 that how the 

proposed blind adaptive algorithms i.e. Kaiser Constant Modulus Algorithm (KCMA), 

Hann CMA (HCMA) and Hamming CMA (HAMCMA) using window technique 

methods can further improve smart adaptive antenna technology. 

 
Window techniques are very commonly used in digital signal processing (DSP) 

applications such as finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) 

filters design to suppress the noise frequencies [57-60] but have not been used for 

adaptive beamforming, therefore employing window techniques in this sense is novel. 

 
In [120-121], the various windows technique is used with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

for the detection of harmonic signals in the presence of broad noise whereas in our case, 

these windows technique are used in order to compute adaptive weights. The proposed 

algorithms provide appropriate solution for random noise suppression exploiting the 

spatial structure environment such as non-Gaussian and constant modulus. KCMA, 

HCMA, and HAMCMA are the blind beamforming algorithms, used for controlling 

weights adaptively to optimize signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the desired signal in look 

direction. 

 
Table C.1 defines various window functions [91] for design of proposed algorithms. 
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Table C.1: Window Functions for Design of Proposed Algorithms 

Name of window Window’s Parameters in MatLab 

 
Kaiser 

 
( , )kaiser N β  

 

where β  is the Kaiser window parameter that affects the 

sidelobes attenuation i.e. controls the sidelobe height. It is 

given by 
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whereα defines the sidelobes attenuation in dB  and N  

represents the number of elements. 

 
Hanning 

 
( )hann N  

where the coefficients of a Hann window are determined 

from the equation, given by 

 

2
( ) 0.5 1 cos

n
w k

N

π  
= −   

  
, 0 n N≤ ≤   

 
Hamming 

 
( )hamming N  

where the coefficients of a Hamming window are worked 

out from the equation, given by 

 

2
( ) 0.54 0.46cos

n
w k
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π 
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